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Executive Summary
Almost five times as many mobile devices with GPUs shipped than PCs, and almost 9 times as
many PC GPUs shipped than game consoles, over 1.5 times as many game console GPUs got built
than all vehicles. All included almost two-and a quarter billion GPUs shipped in 2018 — 4.4%
more than last year.

Mobiles devices use more GPUs than all other platforms combined.

We didn’t count the GPUs used in the data center since they don’t drive a display. Even included,
they would not have made any noticeable difference. .
Nearly 30% of the world’s population bought a GPU device in 2018, and that’s in addition to the
systems already in use. And yet, probably less than half know the term, GPU, what it stands for, or
what it does. To them the technology is invisible, and that means it’s working—they don’t have to
know about it.
There are now eleven GPU designers in the world with Samsung joining the elite club in 2018.
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GPU designers

Also, in 2018 Intel announced it would be expanding its presence in the GPU industry by bringing
out a family of discrete GPUs in 2020, or sooner.

The GPUs of 2019
2019 will see the introduction of three new GPUs, the first change in the GPU landscape in over
18 years.
Nvidia led the change with their Turing architecture introduced in late 2018. We’ve written about
it extensively, but its noteworthy aspects relative to graphics are its hardware ray tracing engine,
and the use of AI to do anti-aliasing.
Samsung lifted the curtain a little on their forthcoming GPU for mobile devices, putting
Qualcomm, ARM, Imagination, and VeriSilicon on notice that an elephant just entered the room.
It remains to be seen if Samsung will offer the IP to the merchant market or just use the new GPU
for itself as Qualcomm does. In either case, it will be a disrupter in the mobile space.
Intel has announced it has a new GPU design for the PC market that will span from integrated
processor graphics to high-end discreet GPUs (see Xe story this issue). It’s been 20 years since
Intel introduced its last discrete GPU, the i740, although the company has been the market leader
with its integrated GPUs since 2011.
AMD too is expected to have a new GPU, but as of now it appears as a slightly AI enhanced,
smaller process node-based tweak rather than a new design.
Wild speculations are being made about the Intel and Samsung GPUs as website vies for
visits/clicks to drive their advertising sales with short articles about leaked benchmarks or device
sightings. And in some cases, the rumors are accurate as disloyal partners slip test data to their
favorite bloggers. In other cases, benchmark databases publicly show the data. Therefore, you can
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expect to see sensational headlines about these forthcoming devices. That’s not a totally bad thing
as it keeps the interest up and the companies’ names in the minds of potential customers.
2019—the year of the GPU.
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Introduction
The ubiquity and invisibility of GPUs speaks to its success not just in marketing terms but
regarding real contribution to the quality of life, safety, entertainment, and the advancement of
science.
The GPU has evolved since its introduction in the late 1990s from a simple programmable
geometry processor to an elaborate sea of 32-bit floating point processors running at multiple
gigahertz speeds, and with added specialized accelerators for encoding and decoding of video,
color management, and complex rendering such as ray tracing. The software supporting and
exploiting the GPU, the programming tools, APIs, drivers, applications, and operating systems
have also evolved in function, efficiency, and unavoidably, complexity, and nearly everything
today embraces some elements of AI and machine learning.
The market for, and use of, GPUs stretches from supercomputers and medical instrumentation to
gaming machines, mobile devices, automobiles, and wearables. Just about everyone in the
industrialized world has at least a half dozen GPUs, and technophiles can easily count a dozen or
more.
The manufacturing of GPUs approaches science fiction with features that are below 10 nm this
year and have a trajectory to 3 nm, and some think even 1 nm—Moore’s law is far from dead but
is getting trickier to tease out of the Genie’s bottle as we drive into subatomic realms that can only
be modeled and not seen.
We acquire 90% of the information we digest through our eyes. Naturally, we want and need
abundant sources of information-generating devices to supply our unquenchable appetite for yet
more information. Moreover, the machines we build to service and support us have a similar
demand for information, albeit maybe not visible, although in some case such as in robots and
autonomous vehicles that are precisely what they need. The GPU can not only generate pixels, but
it can also process photons captured by sensors.
Over the past 12 months we have seen a few new, and some clever adaptations of GPUs that show
the path for future developments, and subsequent applications.
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The scope of this report
For this report, we have segmented the application and deployment of the GPU into five
platforms: Supercomputers, Workstations and servers, PCs, Mobile devices, and embedded
devices which include gaming consoles and vehicles.
You could enter that list anywhere and go in either direction and find the transition and similarities
very subtle. A GPU used in a digital watch shares many of the same characteristics, behaviors, and
program paradigms as one used in a supercomputer — one will have an architectural and system
configuration organizational similarity as the other. Not many, if any other processors can make
such a claim.
Because of these similarities, the development work in GPUs is done within the scope of two
primary platforms: PCs and mobile devices. All the other platforms are the beneficiary of those
developments and the scalability of the design.
In the case of the PC, the development emphasis is about performance, and in some cases,
performance at any cost. In the realm of supercomputers, performance, as measured with teraflops
(TFLOPS) is first, power consumption second, and price third or fourth if you also include
programmability or software tools.
In the mobile segment it’s just the opposite, where power consumption is the most critical factor,
then cost, and last is performance. As you go smaller and less expensive, into the land of the IoT,
the GPU, if there even is one, is reduced to the barest of functionality and performance is almost
never an issue. In between, you find PCs, game consoles, TVs, industrial and scientific
instruments, and various vehicles from autonomous fork-lifts to F35 Joint Strike Fighter jets.
Let us now look at some of the developments of GPUs during 2018 and what those developments
suggest for future directions and trends.

First quarter of 2018
Several announcements were made in the first quarter, dominated by the CES conference in
January in Las Vegas, the Mobile World Congress in Barcelona, and the Game Developer’s
Conference in San Francisco.
Intel’ prototype dGPU

A sneak peek at some of Intel’s thinking about a dGPU
Intel has been developing GPUs since about 2002, and introduced their first shader-based,
Graphics Media Accelerator (GMA) GPU in 2004. An integrated GPU (iGPU). It was part of the
Intel 9xx chipsets used with the Pentium processors. The company improved the iGPU with each
new CPU, up to the GMA 3x00 series. Then in 2010, what Intel calls their fifth generation GPU,
they incorporated it into the same package as the Clarksdale processor and renamed its HD
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graphics. Two years later they integrated the GPU into the same die as the Sandy Bridge
processor, and the GPU was named HD Graphics 2x00.
The most recent version is the HD 6x0 GPU in the eighth gen Core processor Kaby Lake. (Intel
switched from four-digit nomenclature to three-digit for their GPUs in 2015 with their sixth gen
Core processor Broadwell.).
So, Intel has a rich history of GPU development and large team in Folsom, CA, Hillsboro, OR,
and Santa Clara, CA where the company’s new chief architect and vice president in charge of its
newly formed Core and Visual Computing Group. Raja Koduri (49) resides. Koduri had
previously been AMD's chief architect. Prior to that, he spent four years as Apple's director of
graphics architecture.
With Koduri’s arrival, Intel went public on what was considered a well-kept secret: that it would
develop a discrete GPU. The motivation for such a device isn’t new. Intel’s first attempt at a GPU,
though it wasn’t called a GPU, was the i860 processor in 1989 — a RISC processor with a barrelshifter, which was able to shift and modify data in memory rather than rely on the CPU. In 1998,
Intel introduced the i740, which could have been better if Pat Geisinger, the VP in charge of the
project at the time, could have gotten a bigger transistor budget. As such, it only had two
pipelines, while the rest of the industry had moved to four and was designing for 16. The
embarrassment of the i740 made Intel retreat from the notion of a stand-alone GPU until 2007
when Intel launched the Larrabee project. They gave a demonstration of the Larrabee architecture
at the Intel Developer Forum in San Francisco in September 2009. This time Intel pulled out all
the stops and staffed up enormously, hiring every graphics designer, architect, programmer, and
product manager they could. At one time Intel had more graphics engineers than all the other
suppliers combined. But legacy caught up with their ambitions and being Intel they felt they had to
make their part work with every esoteric and sometimes irrelevant piece of software in the
universe, which of course it couldn’t, so in the spring of 2010 they announced they were canceling
the project. The design went on to become the Phi family of compute accelerators, and still exists
today in that role.
Phi has been used to thwart GPU accelerators used in HPC, datacenters and most recently AI
training. You can’t say datacenter and not get Intel’s attention — it thinks the word datacenter is
just a complicated spelling of Intel, or a synonym. Therefore, anything non-Intel that gets into a
datacenter is a pest to Intel and needs to be exterminated. Except their bug spray didn’t work on
GPUs and the datacenter owner operators embraced and bought (as far as Intel is concerned) far
too many of them.
But there’s (was) a new sheriff in town, a really smart, practical, get the job done engineer turned
manager named Brian M. Krzanich. Krzanich is not from the school where you only have one
tool, a hammer, willing to buy the right tool for the job — get it done. If Intel’s datacenter
customers think GPUs are so damn cool, then Intel will have a GPU too, and a better one than
anyone else’s.
One demonstration of Krzanich’s practicality was the deal with AMD to put one of their GPUs in
a multi-die package.
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So rather than deny GPUs and hope they will go away while you burning incense and small dolls
at the X86 alter, Krzanich is embracing them. And it’s a doubly smart move. As of now, the GPU
inside the processor (that’s intel inside Intel so to speak) uses up about 60% of the die — and Intel
doesn’t get paid one penny for it. Square hectors of Si are gold, and you don’t go around giving
away your gold. So, by getting the GPU out of the die, and then selling it, you have a win-win.
But what about that GPU?
As mentioned above, there’s no question Intel has the resources to design and more importantly
built a damn good, if not great GPU, but the rules have changed since the beginning of this
decade, and Qualcomm teaches its competitors and wannabes that lesson every day — do more
with fewer watts. As of today, Qualcomm has without a doubt the most efficient GPU in the
world. This is the age of mobile, and there is no Moore’s law for batteries. That’s a doublewhammy for chip makers because in addition consumers have let it be known they want thin and
they want light. Small batteries, crammed into tight spots with chips, and a display stuck on top.
Consumers however aren’t the only ones. Datacenter operators know they are going to need 4× the
compute density they have now, and some are even suggesting 16 times as much. And, they don’t
want to buy one more kilowatt to get it. So, if you’re going to supply the datacenter with a GPUcompute solution, it better run lean and mean.
When Intel comes out with their dGPU it will likely be built in 5nm, and have something north of
40 billion transistors. This is not going to be a tip-toe effort, not when you’re a company the size
of Intel with so much at stake and taking on two power house companies like AMD and Nvidia
who have forgotten more about GPUs than Intel currently knows.
But what Intel does know better than anyone is how to make transistors, and how to design
processors (AMD may disagree with the “better than” part). Point being that if Intel fully commits
to a real dGPU (not a work-around like Larabee was) with the same force and resource they did
going into Larabee, Intel will come out with a killer dGPU. As I said, there’s a new Sheriff in
town with new ideas and force of character to make things happen. Heads up AMD and Nvidia.
Intel’s R&D expenditures increased just 3% in 2017, below its 8% average annual growth rate
since 2001, according to The McClean Report. But, Intel’s R&D spending exceeded the combined
R&D spending of the next four companies Qualcomm, Broadcom, Samsung, and Toshiba, listed
in the ranking. Nvidia was 9th, and AMD didn’t make the top 10 list.
That’s a big war chest.
Intel improves GPU power management
Fine-grained voltage and frequency controls
As always, Intel presented papers at the world famous and prestigious IEEE International Solid
State Circuits Conference — ISSCC. One Intel paper was particularly interesting to us. It was
titled, An Energy-Efficient Graphics Processor Featuring Fine-Grain DVFS with Integrated
Voltage Regulators, Execution-Unit Turbo, and Retentive Sleep in 14nm Tri-Gate CMOS Bet you
can’t say that three times fast. And, it was delivered by a team from Folsom and Hillsboro: P.
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Meinerzhagen1, C. Tokunaga1, A. Malavasi1, V. Vaidya1, A. Mendon1, D. Mathaikutty1,, J.
Kulkarni1, C. Augustine1, M. Cho1, S. Kim1, G. Matthew1, R. Jain1, J. Ryan1,, C-C. Peng1, S.
Paul1, S. Vangal1, B. Perez Esparza1, L. Cuellar1, M. Woodruff1, B. Iyer1,, S. Maiyuran2, G.
Chinya1, C. Zou1, Y. Liao1, K. Ravichandran1, H. Wang1, M. Khellah1,, J. Tschanz1, V. De1, 1.
S. Maiyuran works in the Visual and Parallel Computing Group under Eric Mentzer. All other
authors are part of Intel Labs, in the Architecture and Design Research team. This is a research
group; not a product team.
Eric Mentzer, who now works for Raja Koduri works for Murthy Renduchintala, who reports to
the top, Mr. Krzanich.
The GPU design the Intel team showed was a 14nm processor based on a low-power variant of
Intel's 9th gen graphics processing technology with two clusters of execution units (EUs) on an
8mm² die with 1.5 billion transistors. This is actually Intel’s Gen9 LP IP which is already shipping
on several 14nm Intel products (Broxton, Gemini Lake, etc.). It is not a new GPU architecture.
The only change is in the various circuit techniques
According to Intel's presentation the objective was to reduce the power required by the GPU
graphics with fine-grained voltage and frequency controls through the use of per-block integrated
voltage regulators (IVR)., this can result in an average power saving of 29 percent when the
processor is in its Turbo performance mode. The team’s goal was to improve the
power/performance of the integrated graphics IP on our SoCs

Intel’s prototype discrete GPU architecture (Intel-ISSCC)

This was not a product announcement, papers at ISSCC seldom are, in fact they are frowned on.
Product papers usually are given at Hot Chips.
Intel proved the design on an energy-inefficient FPGA. Looking at the block diagram you can see
it is the same as Intel's HD integrated GPU architecture (see TechWatch, 25 August 2015, P5) but
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with advances. The only difference is the modified EUs. The rest of the block diagram (system
agent, JTAG ctrl, FPGA, etc) is design blocks that were added in order to facilitate testing of the
GPU.
Fine-grained voltage control, as well as frequency, is a well-known technique, first used in the
space program back in the 1960s. However, it takes a lot of switches and wires to implement it,
maybe as many as 20% of the circuit being managed. Before we got to nano-scale transistors, the
approach was prohibitively expensive. Today, it’s affordable, and as the transistors get smaller and
faster, they get a lot hotter, so turning them off when not needed is a necessity.
These developments from Intel research will find their way to Intel’s future GPUs, integrated and
discrete.
Imagination virtualizes its GPUs, automakers love it
Imagination Technologies announced its new, high performance PowerVR Series8XT GPU core,
which supports multiple, ultra-high resolution displays for cluster, Head-Up Display (HUD) and
infotainment, is being adopted by automotive manufactures from 2018 onwards. The company
says that among things, that is due to an 80% fill-rate density improvement over the previous
generation.
This is the company’s Furian Architecture, and the 8XT is-based on a four-cluster GPU which
Imagination says can simultaneously drive up to six 4K screens with complex UIs at 60fps.
According to the company, by leveraging its built-in hardware virtualization capability, the fourcluster GPU enables automotive OEMs to provide secure, high-performance graphics capabilities
for a vehicle’s many displays. Imagination says their PowerVR hardware virtualization can
provide a complete separation of services and applications, ensuring they remain secure against
system intrusion or data corruption.
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Imagination’s second Furian core, the PowerVR 8Xt – GT8540

More in-car infotainment systems are adopting Android which offers capabilities to run
applications in the cars. Therefore, the importance of a GPU capable of hardware virtualization to
contain rogue apps is of increasing importance—rogue texting drivers are a different issue.
Imagination says their GPU can provide a rich graphical environment for the infotainment system,
safe in the knowledge that the dashboard and other critical displays will be unaffected by malware
with a single PowerVR GPU, enables higher levels of system integration, reducing costs, whilst
maintaining the safety critical requirements of the design.

Virtualization techniques and issues
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Imagination says their virtualization capability enables automotive OEMs to design their systems
to prioritize either graphics or compute-based applications. For example, they can support longrunning compute workloads on a single Shader Processing Unit (SPU) for ADAS functions such
as lane departure warning, blind-spot detection, and surround view, amongst others. Other tasks,
such as infotainment and cluster, can run on the second SPU, using prioritizing mechanisms to
reach system performance targets.
The GT8540 runs 16 pixels per clock which support ever larger and higher resolution displays and
refresh-rate requirements. There are 768 Floating Point Operations per clock which support
improved visual quality and advanced OpenCL 2.0-level compute requirements. The company
says its advanced hardware virtualization has near-zero overhead direct handling of multiple
isolated and protected virtual machines, and also enables “beyond-TrustZone” security
implementations (multi-zone) though its microkernel based operation. That enables advanced
flexible scheduling and built-in self-test functionality, and is fully coherent which offers flexible
deployment in heterogeneous compute systems.
Imagination is no new comer to the automotive field and has seen success with the XT family and
its selection by leading automotive players, such as Texas Instruments. The company is now
targeting new markets with additional features, such as safety and security through virtualization.
Vivante, now part of VeriSilicon, was the first GPU IP company of offer a virtualized design.
They were encouraged to do that by their customer Freescale, which has been quite successful in
the automotive market. Freescale was acquired by NXP, and we all know where NXP is heading.
The good news/bad news about the automotive market is that it is highly structured with regard to
its supply line, takes a long time to qualify a system or device, and once selected will be a steady
customer for ten and in some cases 20 years. That’s quite a departure for the type of customers in
the consumer electronics world have. Not all the suppliers looking over the fence at the greener
pastures of automotive will be survivors.
GTC ’18: Pursuing and Exploiting the Intersection of Computer Graphics and
AI
Nvidia’s GPU journey runs full circle to embrace the synergy of graphics and
AI
In a way, Nvidia’s GPU Technology Conference of 2018 marked the culmination of the
company’s past-decade journey, one in which it has explored and enabled new GPU markets, but
one that has used that journey to further the goals of its original mission. A long way from its
original, graphics-only persona, Nvidia today sits squarely in the middle of some of the most
exciting technologies and emerging markets in all of computing: computer graphics, virtual
reality, autonomous driving, robotics and—above all and now enveloping many of those spaces —
artificial intelligence (AI) and deep machine learning.
Each year, GTC has very distinctly reflected the company’s expanding focus, pushing new
application areas to the forefront of its messaging: from 3D graphics, to general-purpose GPU
computing, supercomputing, autonomous driving and in particular on to its most recent emphasis:
deep machine learning. But its message and vibe at GTC ‘18 was a little different than usual,
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showing how the company leveraged lessons on its journey to new markets in order deliver on the
ultimate achievement in that original market of computer graphics: real-time raytrace rendering.
Pushing the Volta platform forward for AI: “The World’s Largest GPU” (but no, not a single
chip) courtesy the NVSwitch
Independent of the application, Nvidia remains a chip-driven company. And regardless of which
market Nvidia’s ever gone after, the common thread is the need to develop and deploy the highest
performing GPUs possible. Sometimes, that “highest performing GPU” title hasn’t always been
something to brag about. The company has historically been very aggressive in building chips,
stuffing more transistors and pushing yield risk and reticle limits (the maximum a chip can be in a
specific CMOS process). And in Nvidia’s history, it’s been both criticized and legitimately bitten
by that gusto, having delivered chips that were more costly and power-hungry as a result of its
size. In the cases of high-end compute and machine learning markets, costlier chips at the outset
isn’t all that bad a thing, as the customers are not only the most performance hungry, they are the
most price tolerant as well.
A year ago at GTC ’17, Nvidia unveiled another supersized flagship of the chip to introduce a new
GPU generation, Volta. The GV100 was as big and powerful as we’d expected Nvidia might
deliver, and a year later at GTC ‘18, the company is announcing new hardware to drive
performance up dramatically again. But in this case, we’re not talking about a new chip; instead,
we’re talking about a bigger and better equipped cluster of those existing GV100 chips:
introducing the DGX-2, Nvidia’s proudly proclaimed “World’s Largest GPU”.

The x8 NVLink cube topology for DGX-1 (top) and the NVSwitch enabled 16-GPU DGX-2 (bottom)
(Src: Nvidia)

At last year’s GTC, Nvidia rolled out the first product clustering Volta chips for machine learning,
DGX-1, combining eight of the GV100 chips, matched with 512 GB of distributed DDR4
memory. This year, Nvidia improved on that front with the DGX-2, doubling the number of same
GV100 chips and outfitting with three times the memory footprint, along with delivering dramatic
bandwidth improvements with the move to HBM2 DRAM — an astounding 14.5 TB/sec of
aggregate, peak bandwidth.
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Now, how Nvidia managed to double that GV100 chip count is the key technology advancement
enabling the DGX-2. Scaling performance with chip count isn’t just a matter of throwing more
chips on a board or a system—inter-chip communication is critical. Starve GV100 chips from
insufficient bandwidth or excessive multi-hop latency to other chips and you’ve defeated the value
of all those additional resources. DGX-1’s eight chips fit cleanly into a high-bandwidth, 2-hopmaximum cube topology, while the DGX-2’s 16 obviously could not. Nvidia’s solution? The
NVSwitch, a new non-blocking memory fabric implemented across all 16 GPUs.
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The x8 NVLink cube topology for DGX-1 (top) and the NVSwitch enabled 16-GPU DGX-2 (bottom)
(Source: Nvidia)

With double the number of GV100 chips and dramatically larger and faster HBM2 memory (along
with modestly faster Xeon CPUs), Nvidia quotes a 10 times speedup in performance over DGX-1.
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The workload specified for that speedup isn’t clear, but given the FLOPS are doubled suggests the
memory constraints on that workload on DGX-1 were significant.
What the DGX-2 can deliver is a tremendous value for $400K, Nvidia’s starting price. Still, not a
whole lot of customers have $400K burning a hole in their pocket, so the DGX-2 serves a limited
market, despite the impressive performance. But remember, the DGX-2 and server and
workstation add-in cards like the Tesla V100 are geared primarily to serve high-demand machine
training applications, and there’s another—and much larger—AI marketplace that can be served
by much more economical GPU solutions.
Inference the mass-market side of AI: autonomous driving, robotics … and now IoT
There are two sides to the machine learning coin: the training and the inference. The training
develops the neural network to create the “knowledge,” while the inference is the application of
that knowledge to make decisions. Training is the investment, and inference is the payoff.
Training can in theory happen once and in one place (though it would probably make sense to
continually refine over time), while inference will likely happen many times in many places to
leverage that learning.

Training vs. Inference (Source: Nvidia)

Clouds and datacenters are the obvious fit for machine training. They offer, density, flexibility and
of course unbridled performance, supporting environments to house machines like DGX-2.
Computational demand for training will typically dwarf inference, but CEO Huang went out of his
way at several points in his keynote to counter the myth that the challenge in AI is all about the
training. Rather, “inference is hard,” and for Nvidia that’s a critical argument to make from a
business perspective as much as a technological one. Because while training does present the more
demanding computational challenge, inference is eventually where the volume will be. The
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company wants its GPUs on the servers and HPC clusters training neural networks, and it wants
them on the many devices that will be running them.
Which all makes Nvidia’s attention to inference so important. Toward that end, while monster
GV100 chips and scalable GPU clusters like DGX-2 are impressive and indispensable in their own
right, they don’t represent the volume and don’t represent profitability (presumably I’d speculate
they represent less a profit center and more an investment in seeding the market for a payoff down
the road). So beyond the DGXs, the company is diligently serving the potentially huge and rapidly
emerging opportunities for inference. Of course, the beauty of this two-sided coin is that from a
business perspective, inference dovetails smoothly with training, directly leveraging all the huge
investment in the heavy-duty AI infrastructure. For example, products and platforms like Jetson
and Drive PX are shaped to optimally serve real-time inference applications in automotive and
embedded. And the company has made Tensor RT available on Tesla V100, now 8 times faster
and supported directly by TensorFlow. Once trained, a V100 solution can run the network fully
optimized directly on the target device, with every TensorRT user realizing those acceleration
benefits transparently.

Nvidia’s pre-GTC line-up of machine learning focused products (Source: Nvidia)

At this year’s GTC, Jensen made a special point to identify another strategic inference market for
the company, albeit not a surprising one: the Internet of Things. IoT opens the sales door wider for
not just its discrete GPUs but the Tegra-branded SoCs the company has marketed with varying
degrees of success in those automotive, embedded and mobile applications. And all that leads
directly to another key initiative unveiled at GTC: Nvidia’s partnership with ARM to bring
inferencing to low-cost, low-power network enabled intelligent SoCs.
Of course, the Tegra-branded SoCs in existing automotive and embedded products already
integrate an ARM CPU with an Nvidia GPU. This partnership will build off that existing
foundation by integrating Nvidia’s Deep Learning Accelerator (NVDLA) platform with ARM’s
Project Trillium, aimed at enabling learning-optimized ARM solutions for all ARM licensees.
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NVDLA is open-source and will not only serve to broaden Nvidia’s learning approach, but it will
presumably open the door for Nvidia GPU IP to be integrated into other vendors’ IoT SoCs.
The Quadro GV100 and RTX technology: The first Volta for professional visualization … and
more
Given the typical past progression of new products spawned by every new GPU generation, we
’ve expected to see several chip versions of Volta emerge to target Nvidia’s bread-and-butter
graphics markets. Or possibly, we’d see chips from a differently named generation GPU
leveraging Volta and targeting graphics markets (the names Turing and Ampere have been tossed
about). Regardless of the name, a year after the GV100 would be a likely time for Nvidia to finish
turning the crank and spin those graphics-focused GPUs.
Well, this time, that progression is looking a bit different. AT GTC ’18, we did not see graphicsfocused chip derivatives of Volta (or any other named generation), instead we got the
aforementioned upgraded version of the Tesla V100 (the GPU built upon the flagship GV100
chip) and one new Quadro-branded Volta GPU, the Quadro GV100.
Volta’s Tensor Cores … a justified chip expense for AI, but what about graphics?
Machine learning and inference already have some compelling applications in professional
computing segments from CAD to media to geoscience and financial spaces, and those early uses
only represent the tip of the iceberg when it comes to AI possibilities for professional visualization
applications. Still, CAD professionals today will justify the purchase of GPUs first and foremost
for what they always have: faster, better-looking 3D graphics. Which leads to an obvious question
anticipating the first Volta-based Quadro was this: what would Nvidia eliminate or trim from the
flagship GV100 chip? Would Tensor Cores, for example, remain? They’re not trivial in cost or
power, and in the past, costly non-graphics functions like fast double-precision arithmetic got the
axe when adapting a new GPU generation’s flagship compute-oriented GPU to traditional
graphics markets in gaming and professional visualization. It happened with Fermi, Kepler and
Maxwell. Would we see the same in the Volta progression, with the first Quadro dropping not
only the chip overhead for double-precision (FP64) but Volta’s signature Tensor Cores as well?
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A block diagram of the GV100’s Streaming Multiprocessor (SM), illustrating the notable extra hardware
supported for AI (Tensor Cores) and Compute (FP64).

Well, Volta has made it to professional visualization markets with Nvidia’s first announced
Quadro product, and the answer—at least initially—is no. Rather than housing a trimmed down
Volta part, it is built around the same flagship GV100 part, Tensor Cores and all. However, this
first-out-of-the-chute Quadro GV100, succeeding the similarly maxed-out Pascal generation
GP100, is not at all the typical Quadro card focused on conventional, raster-based 3D graphics.
It’s not targeting mainstream professional user applications, usage models or—most importantly—
price points. Available immediately upon its GTC announcement, the Quadro GV100 RTX is for
sale at $8,999, delivering a peak 15 TFLOPS via the Volta GV100 chip’s 5120 CUDA cores,
paired to 32 GB of max-performance HBM2 memory.
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The first (and only for now) Volta-based Quadro: the Quadro GV100 (Src: Nvidia)

Chip
CUDA cores
Tensor Cores
Memory size/type
Memory bandwidth
Floating-point performance (single
precision)
Floating-point performance (double
precision)
Scalability
Power

GV100
5,120
640
32 GB HBM2
870 GB/s
14.8 TFLOPS
7.4 TFLOPS
X2 via NVlink (200 GB/s)
250 W

Quadro GV100 specifications (source: Nvidia)

Why a $9K Quadro? Raytracing and RTX a very compelling reason for the few with the cash
At a $9K MSRP, the Quadro GV100 will serve a very small portion of the overall workstation
market, likely less than 0.1%, based on historical price-to-volume metrics in the industry. The
Quadro GV100’s relatively tiny served market, a direct result of the über-lofty price tag, might
raise the question of why. Why create an SKU which will represent nary a drop in Nvidia’s
revenue or profit stream? Well, there are two good reasons. One, it’s a great showcase device for
demonstrating performance superiority to reinforce the already-dominant Quadro brand. But more
importantly, two, while not many can cough up that kind of cash, the few who do will be more
than happy to. Because what the Quadro GV100 can do no other card before it can.
What exactly makes it unique? It’s not conventional raster graphics. While it is likely faster at
raster-based 3D graphics, the new GPU’s calling card—the one that will make a handful of
customers more than happy to pay $9K—is its ability to create photorealistic, physically-based
rendering in real-time. In fact, Nvidia touts the Quadro GV100 with GTC-introduced RTX
technology as the first GPU capable of real-time raytracing. Most of those with a long history in
graphics tend to agree that if there’s one holy grail achievement left in computer rendering, it
would be real-time raytracing.
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It’s worth stating that “the first GPU capable of real-time raytracing” is a nebulous one, simply
due its subjectivity. I would define first real-time raytracing GPU as a single-card solution that can
produce images of significant complexity (i.e. number and type of objects, lights and materials) at
a quality level the average viewer would say is comparable to a photo. Given that subjective but
reasonable definition, this new Quadro GV100 with RTX fits that bill. Better, with 2-way
NVLink, exposed on the card edge a la SLI, two GV100’s can be ganged up to raytrace up to 2X
faster (deploying the dual GPUs via alternate frames, performance near 2X should be possible in
some cases).
The appeal to film-quality media creation is obvious, and bigger-budget studios will lay down
some cash to pick up a Quadro GV100 for final-frame rendering. But the new GPU will find a few
homes in other professional segments as well, including more discriminating manufacturing
workflows looking to integrate raytracing earlier and more frequently into the design flow, with
the goal of leading to faster time-to-market and lower costs.
RTX a showcase example illustrating the synergy in AI and visualization
AI has its compelling applications in professional segments
So how did Nvidia get the GV100 to a state in which the company can legitimately claim it as the
first real-time raytracing GPU? Well, it did it in a somewhat different way than the way other
graphics “firsts” have been achieved in the past. The company did it not just by improving
hardware performance over the previous generation’s chip, but by combining that performance
advancement with machine learning to trim the amount of work to be done.
AI and machine learning are finding compelling applications in virtually every corner of the
computing landscape, including gaming and professional graphics. Consider machine intelligence
used to generate the internal composition of objects to be 3D printed, taking into account the
printing materials to create the optimal structure to balance weight, materials and strength. Or
digging deeper into CAD workflows, AI is and will be taking on some of the burdens in designing
the form and function of the object itself, something Autodesk is pursuing with its Dreamcatcher
initiative. And the value of AI to more quickly and thoroughly analyze 2D, 3D and even 4D (3D
over time) imagery has obvious and compelling value in geoscience, surveillance, and medical
applications.
Add raytracing to that list as one more compelling AI application for visualization professionals.
In fact, it’s the AI in RTX technology that was just as instrumental in getting the GV100 to realtime status as the usual semiconductor-driven advancements. Specifically RTX, supported
exclusively (for now, at least) on the Quadro GV100, incorporates deep learning in to the raytracer
to accelerate by decreasing the computational load. Once the image has converged into
something it can recognize, AI fills in remaining pixels, de-noising the image and wrapping up the
time-consuming rendering process that much quicker.
Specifically, think of this AI raytrace acceleration as 2D image recognition implemented over
time, polishing the image without any temporal artifacts (that might emerge if you individual
processed each image independently without considering how the previous and following image
pixels were filled in). The end result of Volta generation and RTX technology? An Nvidia-claimed
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10X improvement over the Pascal generation and the self-awarded “first real-time raytracing”
title.

RTX technology on Volta accelerates raytracing through machine learning (Source: Nvidia)

Nvidia’s RTX middleware sits on Volta hardware only, exposing capabilities to popular raytracer
platforms Microsoft DXR and Vulkan, Optix.

RTX middleware exposes Volta hardware and AI acceleration to popular raytracing platforms (Src:
Nvidia)

The Quadro GV100 and RTX a landmark step forward in real-time photorealistic rendering … but
the job isn’t over
Synergy, serendipity … call it what you like. But the fact that one of Nvidia’s GPU detours to
machine learning yielded one of the linchpins to finally achieving the loftiest of computer graphics
goals—real-time raytracing—is both fitting and a touch ironic. Granted, the product versions of
Volta (or whatever named generation is subsequently derived) that will end up in the vast majority
of visual workstations this year or next will likely be simplified versions, in all likelihood
dropping some or all of the hardware cost attributed to things like Tensor Cores and fast doublePage 24 of 155
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precision math. Making such a compromise will be no knock on Volta or this landmark
achievement of the graphics industry. Rather, it just means we've got some more generations of
GPU to go before it ends up in the hands of the masses. Make no mistake, what the Quadro
GV100 has achieved at $9K will eventually trickle down to the high-end, the mid-range, and
someday the entry level as well. In the meantime, this first real-time raytracing GPU will find
homes in the more discriminating must-have applications, and its owners will finally be capable of
what the pioneers of the graphics of decades ago could only imagine.
Have a MacBook and want more (GPU power)?
Hang an external AIB box on it.
But not just any box, and not just any AIB. Apple recently announced that it is offering support for
certain external chassis equipped with certain AMD AIBs. Such chassis are referred to as an
eGPU, an external GPU and frequently called a box or even a bread box, so they become an
EGPUBB pronounced Egpubub, Ebub, or Ebox. They are also known as eGFX Breakaway Boxes.
Alienware rejuvenated i the concept with their Amplifier introduced in 2015 before Thunderbolt
was readily available and so they had to develop their own PCIe extension scheme. It’s a fabulous
way to add serious graphics horsepower to a notebook.
With the release of the MacOS High Sierra 10.13.4 one can access additional graphics
performance by connecting to an external graphics processor (also known as an eGPU). eGPUs
are supported on MacBook Pro notebooks released in 2016 and later, iMac computers introduced
in 2017 and later, and iMac Pro. Your Mac must also have macOS High Sierra 10.13.4 installed.

PowerColor’s Devil Box eGPU enclosure for MacBooks
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One can accelerate applications that use Metal, OpenGL, and OpenCL by connecting additional
external monitors and displays. One can connect an eGPU while logged in and use the eGPU with
a MacBook Pro while its built-in display is closed. More than one eGPU using the multiple
Thunderbolt 3 (USB-C) ports on a Mac2 is possible, and a VR HMD can be plugged into the
eGPU. One can even charge their MacBook Pro while using the eGPU.
However, Apple cautions that it’s important to use an eGPU with a recommended graphics AIB
and Thunderbolt 3 chassis. And if one is using a MacBook Pro, the eGPU's Thunderbolt 3 chassis
needs to provide sufficient power to run the graphics AIB while charging the computer.

OWC Mercury Helios
FX
PowerColor Devil Box
Sapphire Gear Box
Sonnet eGFX
Breakaway Box 350W
Sonnet eGFX
Breakaway Box 550W
Sonnet eGFX
Breakaway Box 650W

AMD Radeon RX 570,
RX 580, and Radeon
Pro WX 7100

AMD Radeon RX Vega
56

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

AMD Radeon RX Vega
64, Vega Frontier
Edition Air, Radeon Pro
WX 9100

Y

Recommended chassis for various AMD AIBs

Apple adds that for optimal performance, eGPUs should be connected directly to your Mac and
not daisy-chained through another Thunderbolt device or hub.
macOS High Sierra 10.13.4 doesn't support eGPUs in Windows using Boot Camp or when your
Mac is in macOS Recovery or installing system updates.
In general, an eGPU can accelerate performance in the following types of applications:
•
•
•
•

Pro applications designed to utilize multiple GPUs
3D games, when an external monitor is attached directly to the eGPU
VR applications, when the VR headset is attached directly to the eGPU
Pro applications and 3D games that accelerate the built-in display of an iMac or MacBook
Pro. (This capability must be enabled by the application's developer.)

For best results with applications like 3D games Apple recommends that one set a display that's
attached to the eGPU as the primary system display.
Nvidia also offers an eGPU for their Quadro product line. One can connect an external high-end
desktop Quadro GPU to their Thunderbolt 3 and Intel Certified laptop to accelerate their
professional workflow.
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Nvidia’s external box with Quadro AIB (Nvidia)

Nvidia announced in mid-2017 it would offer macOS drivers for its Titan Xp and Apple offered
an eGPU Developer Kit for High Sierra.
The eGPU box suppliers listed above also offer Windows versions for PCs with Thunderbolt 3.

Adjacent developments
In this section are non-specific GPU references that have an impact on GPUs and the suppliers of
GPUs.
Chasing pixels
How many pixels do you think there are in the world? TV’s, PC’s, smart phones, tablets. It’s
going to be a lot! But how many?
Twenty-one quadrillion, six hundred and thirty-four trillion pixels in use today
26,351,690,055,760,800.00

To start the analysis, we started with what was shipped in 2017—2.1 billion GPUs. I’ve only
counted bit-mapped displayed pixels, no LED dot matrix displays.
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GPU shipments

Then I made an estimate of the average screen resolution for all those devices, and to make life
manageable I assumed HD was the best size. So then, it’s 2 million pixels times 2.1 billion
devices, or 4.3 trillion, just in 2017.
Now if we estimate the installed base (5 years average) and make the resolution VGA to HD over
ten years, we get 19 quadrillion pixels illuminating the world today. And, in 2021 it will be 35
quadrillions.

Number of pixels in the world
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Included in this total are Smartphones & Tablets, TVs, Handhelds, Arcade, PCs, Vehicles with
displays, Digital cinemas, Signage and others. Not included are IoT because quite frankly I don’t
know how to estimate that.
The change from 2017 to 2018 is one hundred and thirty-five million new pixels a second –
135.197 M pixels/sec.
Chase that!

Realtime raytracing on your phone
VR & AR with realistic images coming soon
People have described ray tracing as the holy grail of computer imaging. RT generates (if done
properly) a physically accurate representation of an imagined or reconstructed scene. The number
of variables are bewildering, from location and number of light sources combined with the style of
each individual light (point source, diffused, flickering candle, etc.), to the materials of the
elements in the scene (leather chairs, glass table tops, gravel road, broken wooden shingled roof,
etc.). The materials, which can include multi-layered automobile fenders with different indexes of
refraction that reflect and may diffuse different frequencies of light differently, are the trickiest
part of the problem, and the place where most short cuts are taken. Regional or hybrid rendering is
another trick where only the foreground, and possibly foveated part of an image is treated, or
maybe only certain highly reflective elements are treated to ray tracing. All those tricks are done
to buy time, to allow the processors to have as many cycles as possible to run the algorithm. The
ray tracing algorithm itself is relatively straight forward, but characteristically it can be easily
interrupted, and predictive branching isn’t really helpful, so a GPU can be tripped up by ray
tracing, and a CPU just has to grind on and on until the GPU catches up again. Because of those
characteristics, a few companies over the years have tried making ASICs for ray tracing, and
whereas they’ve done a decent enough job, they couldn’t reach the volumes of production to reach
the economy of scale needed to make them commonly affordable—as peculiar as it may seem, not
everyone needs ray tracing. Almost everyone may want it, but few will pay extra for it, we’ve
become that good at generating rendering tricks.
So ray tracing is one of the great challenges in computer imaging, maybe even a grand challenge.
Those type of challenges attracts smart people, and dumb people who didn’t know it couldn’t be
done so they did it. Dr. Reuven Bakalash, founder and CEO of Adshir is one of the smart ones,
and he’s figured out a way to short cut through the projection process of ray tracing. We reviewed
the approach in TechWatch (V16, no16, 2 Aug 2016, page 6, and v17, no 20, 27 Aug 2017, page
6).
The company has since adapted their LocalRay technology to smaller handheld devices and
applied the capability to AR and VR applications, and they brought to a hotel in Las Vegas during
CES to show people. They used a Microsoft Surface tablet to run it, and showed a miniaturized
dinosaur walking across surfaces of different material, reflected accordingly.
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Adshir AR raytracing demo running on a PC

The demo is significant because it shows light in the room reflected in real time as the creature
ambled across the table, casting shadows and appearing in the objects, it even walked across a
phone on the table--and left footprints on the black touchscreen.
The dinosaur is a 20k model, rendered and animated in Unity, uses the PTC Vuforia AR toolset
and was rendered in real-time at 60 fps.
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Adshir AR raytracing demo running on a mobile phone

LocalRay uses proprietary, patented algorithms designed for physically accurate ray tracing in VR
and AR applications. Adshir’s approach is based on the elimination of the acceleration structures
(AS), which are a core component in every ray tracing system. This elimination reduces the timeconsuming traversal time, and saves the repeating reconstructions of AS for every major change in
the scene. Both, traversals and reconstruction, which are stoppages for real-time, are now a thing
of the past claims Adshir. The net result is LocalRay requires fewer rays. This AS replacement is
called the DAS (dynamically aligned structures), and it’s proprietary to Adshir, however, it uses a
conventional GPU pipeline. Also, LocalRay is battery power aware, and Adshir says that
performance isn’t affected by it.
Adshir has 10 granted patents and another 11 pending, most of them around LocalRay. The
company will introduce an SDK for licensing soon, and will be a plug-in to Unity, Unreal, ARkit,
ARcore, Vuforia, and more.
Real-time ray-tracing is and by itself an amazing thing to contemplate. Running on a smartphone
seems almost like something out of StarTrek. Yes, compromises still have to be made (the model
for instance was reduced from 40k+ polys to 20k—notice its smoothness in the phone example
above), and the resolution has been dropped down a bit, but those are parameters that are tied to
Moore’s law, and so will get better over time. And then there’s the magic factor—Adshire could
just surprise us again and come up with a tweak to the algorithm and increase everything. And
least we forget, this is a full-screen rendering, not a zonal rendering.
Nvidia claims real-time ray tracing now possible
Using AI techniques, and powerful processor
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At GDC, Nvidia and Microsoft made a joint announcement about the possibility of doing realtime
ray tracing, something the CG community has striven for since ray tracing was popularized by
Turner Whitted in 1979. Whitted did it on big computers at Bell Labs, just before the PC was
introduced. Since then, scores of papers and books have been written about ray tracing. And
although the basic ray tracing equation is eloquently straight forward, because of the density of
rays (originating and reflected) in a given image it takes an enormous amount of computing power
to render a scene. As a result, organizations that use, and need, ray tracing have either used farms
of processors to reduce the time, and/or employed clever tricks to only ray trace important
elements within a scene. Still, even with the tricks one frame of a major movie can take two to six
hours to render. Advertising agencies, architectural firms, and design studios commit days to
generate renderings.
Moore’s law has been nibbling away at the problem, and every year new algorithmic tricks are
introduced (Realtime raytracing on your phone, TechWatch 1/23/2018). Nvidia introduced a
clever use of AI last year at GTC to predict the final image of a scene and speed up the rendering
time (AI for ray tracing, TechWatch 5/16/2017, p.4). At that same conference, Nvidia introduced
its powerhouse GPU-based AI processor, Volta. Volta is a massive array of over 5000 GPU
shaders plus an additional 640 cores in an AI accelerator the company calls Tensor cores. Volta is
not a commercial or consumer GPU like the GTX series, but rather a dedicated AI processor.
Pure processing power will get you so far, but to really improve efficiency in ray tracing you need
efficient APIs drivers, and applications. Microsoft recognized that, as well as the advancement in
processors, so in anticipation of the increased use of ray tracing in game and other professional
applications has introduced DXR, a DirectX extension for ray tracing.
Nvidia worked with Microsoft on developing DXR and took it a step further by introducing a lowlevel interface to their Volta processor they are calling RTX—RTX.

Nvidia’s RTX sits below Microsoft’s DXR API.

RTX technology includes algorithms & GPU. Nvidia has also expanded its ray tracing software
tools to work with DXR and Volta.
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Nvidia’s Gameworks tool has been expanded to incorporate ray tracing.

RTX is for the Volta processor only. Any processor that can access DirectX can use DXR. Nvidia
however says with the addition of their RTX and Volta, one will now be able to render ray tracing
frames in 16 ms. The fine print will be the key.
Some developers already have access to the tools and beta API and demonstrated early work at
GDC.
Nvidia’s use of AI in ray tracing is referred to by the company as an AI -based de-noiser, and was
added to Optix last year, RTX will leverage that GPU based de-noising.
Volta, RTX, and DXR are all more tools in the quest for the holy grail of realtime ray tracing. We
will still see clever tricks like hybrid ray tracing for shadows, reflections. And although Volta
makes RTX faster, and will use the AI engine, Nvidia isn’t disclosing any details now, probably
waiting for their GTC to lift the veil.
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At Microsoft’s GDC announcement, the first wave of supporters were revealed. More will follow at GTC.

It will take a few weeks and the passage of GTC to fully digest and understand all that DXR and
RTX will deliver.
You can expect to see Khronos also offer ray tracing extensions to Vulkan as well, probably at or
just after GTC. Obviously Nvidia wants as broad a platform as possible in order to get a return on
the massive investment they have made in both ray tracing technology and Volta.
Read all about
Microsoft has published a white paper on ray tracing and DXR at their blog site:
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/directx/. In addition to a nice tutorial on ray tracing, Microsoft
says DXR will initially be used to supplement current rendering techniques such as screen space
reflections, for example, to fill in data from geometry that’s either occluded or off-screen. This
will lead to a material increase in visual quality for these effects in the near future. Over the next
several years, however, the company expects an increase in the utilization of DXR for techniques
that are simply impractical for rasterization, such as true global illumination. Eventually, ray
tracing may completely replace rasterization as the standard algorithm for rendering 3D scenes.
That said, until everyone has a light-field display on their desk, rasterization will continue to be an
excellent match for the common case of rendering content to a flat grid of square pixels,
supplemented by ray tracing for true 3D effects.
Microsoft is introducing a new tool called PIX. PIX on Windows supports capturing and analyzing
frames built using DXR to help developers understand how DXR interacts with the hardware.
Developers can inspect API calls, view pipeline resources that contribute to the ray tracing work,
see contents of state objects, and visualize acceleration structures. This provides the information
developers need to build great experiences using DXR.
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Microsoft’s PIX

In addition, while this marks the first public announcement of DirectX Ray Tracing, the company
said it has been working closely with hardware vendors and industry developers for nearly a year
to design and tune the API. In fact, a significant number of studios and engines are already
planning to integrate DXR support into their games and engines.
Developers can use currently in-market hardware to get started on DirectX Ray Tracing. There is
also a fallback layer which will allow developers to start experimenting with DirectX Ray Tracing
that does not require any specific hardware support.
Microsoft believes DirectX Ray Tracing will bring ray tracing within reach of realtime use cases,
since it comes with dedicated hardware acceleration and can be integrated seamlessly with
existing DirectX 12 content.
This means that it’s now possible for developers to build games that use rasterization for some of
its rendering and ray tracing to be used for the rest. For example, developers can build a game
where much of the content is generated with rasterization, but DirectX Ray Tracing calculates the
shadows or reflections, helping out in areas where rasterization is lacking.
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Giant monitors
The more you can see, the more you can do – or kill. Larger and higher-resolution monitors for
professional productivity and game playing have been the trend for four or more years now.
Curved 36-inch gaming and productivity displays were introduced last year. And in Q1 monitor
suppliers took it to the extreme and brought out a g-synch enabled 65-inch monitor.
Acer, Asus, and HP have taken AU optronics panels and made 65-inch large format 4k HDR
gaming monitors, with 120Hz refresh rates 1,000-nit peak luminance and DCI-P3 color gamut.
and Nvidia’s G-Sync technology.
Acer showed its 65-inch Predator Big Format Gaming Display with Nvidia G-SYNC at CES,
introducing big screens to PC gaming. The Predator gaming display integrates Nvidia Shield
streaming capabilities to play movies and TV shows in 4K HDR. The Predator features
entertainment and smart home control. Destiny 2 which has HDR support, is a good demo of that
support combined with G-Sync and high frame rates.

In your face—65-inches of high-speed intensive FPS adrenaline pumping action (Nvidia)

It supports Android TV and can stream games from cloud-based GeForce Now, all you have to do
is subscribe and enjoy games. Now, says Nvidia, one can enjoy games from the Android store,
from GeForce Now, and from one’s PC.
Nvidia also added another platform to GeForce Now, a supercomputer at Nvidia with a whole
bunch of GPUs in it. It’s running games and streaming them to devices that don’t have enough
capability to play games natively. Nvidia says the response has been incredible and that they have
a long waiting list.
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A physically larger monitor is interesting. In one sense it defines the lean-forward/lean-backward
credo, but in another sense, it has the potential of giving you an effectively wide FOV and
engaging your peripheral vision.
Nvidia said BFGDs went on sale last summer.
Intel’s amazing presentations
CES is like Las Vegas in that it is an assault on the senses. The creative geniuses of the computer
industry as well as the entertainment industry bring forth staggering visual experiences that seem
other worldly, leave your ears ringing, your eyes saturated with negative afterglow, and fingers
tingling, no headset needed, aspirin maybe.
Of the keynotes we watched, the standout one for stunning visuals was Intel. In fact we are giving
Intel our prestigious JPR Best visualization at CES award for BK’s keynote presentation.
Intel had the best visualization graphics at the show

Intel carried the visualization theme to their booth as well

The images were so rich, and plentiful, it was hard to digest them all and requires revisiting the
video, time and again (it gets interesting at 1:05 minutes)
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For example, Refik Anadol, and artist that teaches at UCLA created a visualization he calls, the
Wind of Istanbul, shown in the following two photos

UCLA Professor Refik Anadol’s “Wind of Istanbul,” (1 of 2)

UCLA Professor Refik Aadol’s “Wind of Istanbul,”
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Anadol used data of wind-speed, direction, and gusts, sampled every 20 seconds for a year, to
create the visualization.

Intel, working with NASA to use AI to advance the frontier of space

Modern factories will generate a petabyte of data a day, the equivalent of 750,00 people
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At Intel's 2018 CES booth, visitors could walk inside an immersive LED tunnel that the company said
brought 5G to life—a visitor’s presence triggers a three-act interactive story
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In Intel’s booth when an attendee approached an acrylic transparent vehicle, its sensors respond to
their presence

And in the evening lit up the sky with a fleet of drones outfitted with dozens of LEDs.
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LEDs in the cold Las Vegas night with hundreds of invisible drones

Intel brought the first drone light show to the Las Vegas Strip with nightly performances at the
iconic Fountains of Bellagio. Intel launched a fleet of 250 Intel Shooting Star drones that
modulated their lights with the Fountains of Bellagio to a rendition of “Stargazing” by artist Kygo.
It takes a lot of GPUs to do that
You can’t be too thin, or have too much money or pixels. Intel probably generated as much if not
more pixels at CES than any other company. The company is also applying the massive data
crunching capabilities with its impressive visualization capabilities to immersive reality for
content creation as well as content delivery. Seeing data makes it come to life, makes it tangible,
and very often understandable. Intel gets that and is showing how to do it.
LG coolest of cool displays
Giant 8k, a big rollable 4k, and calibrated HDR
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When it comes to displays, too much is not enough with regard to pixels and color depth.
However, physical size may have a practical limit, maybe . . .
As many of you know, for the Winter Olympics, and the country in general, Japan has skipped the
4k node and gone from HD to 8k. 8K will be the standard by 2020, or at least the aspirational goal.
The cameras are there, the codecs and transmission systems are there, and with streaming we no
longer worry about DVD players, so the eco system is in place.
Recognizing that LG Display announced it has developed the world’s first 8K 88-inch OLED
display with 33 million pixels, which is 16 times higher than FHD(1920 × 1080) and 4 times
(7680 × 4320) higher than UHD(3840 × 2160).

LG’s 88-inch 8k display

This display is the largest ultra-high-definition premium product in the existing OLED TV lineup.
With it, LG has silenced the controversies that OLED might have a technical limit compared to
LCD in the 8K era.
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OLED can maintain its existing slim design even if the resolution is increased to 8K, but LCD
may require an additional backlight to achieve brightness, which would increase the weight and
volume.
OLED is a self-luminous
In general, as the resolution of a display increases, the fine
display that emits light by
definition also increases. On the other hand, as the size of a pixel
itself. Since there is no
constituting a screen becomes smaller, the aperture ratio
luminance degradation due
decreases so that luminance implementation becomes difficult to
to the reduction of aperture
manufacture in volume production.
ratio, it is easy to realize
ultra HD 8K resolution.
With current technology, it is possible to make an edge type that
Furthermore, OLED is
inserts backlight into the display bezel up to 4K for LCD, but for
expected to continue to lead
8K, it is inevitable to apply a direct type which combines
the ultra-large/ultra-highbacklight to the back of the panel in order to implement 4K
definition market, and LG
equivalent brightness and definition, which makes it heavy and
has its own technology that
thick.
can realize up to 8K with its
process/design and
In contrast, a self-luminous OLED display will lead to an ultracompensation technology.
high-definition market due to its thin and light product design
advantage. Conventioanl LCDs have a back-panel light, which
does not lend itself to flexure. OLEDs can also use a backlight, and a simple black thin film back
layer, which can be flexed and give amazing black tone contributing to the HDR quality of the
image.
LG Display is planning to bring out a family of 8K screens and TVs throughout 2018.
Those Ks – what is 5K, 8K and 3K?
Remember, the more you can see, the more you can do? Well when HD monitors rolled on the
scene that axiom started to catch the imagination of users, and their managers (“gee, do MORE,
for just the cost of a monitor, hell yeah”).
The higher the K to dollar ration, the better the deal, monitor suppliers are under marketing their
products and the value of their monitors. See more do more for fewer dollars.
HD resolution is referred to as "1K" because it is 1080 lines, the consumer electronics market
doesn’t worry over much about exact math, and round-off can be as high as ± 10%. Therefore, 4K
is 4× the total resolution of a 1K HD display. The numbers look like this.
HD
4K
8k

H-pixels
1920
3840
7680

V-lines
1080
2160
4320

Total pixels
2,073,600
8,294,400
33,177,600

% of HD
100%
400%
1600%

Various display resolutions

% of 4k
25%
100%
400%

A 4K monitor turns out to be 400% more than total resolution than an HD or 1K monitor, but an
8K is 16 times more. The K’ness of a monitor is arrived at by the ratio of HD lines.
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𝐾𝐾 = 2 ∗ (

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

) or 𝐾𝐾 = (

0.5

)/1080

The equations works for anything above HD.
Using lines to define the K of a monitor sells it short, and in some cases over sells it.
Recently Huawei introduced a VR HMD with 1600 pixels/line, and 1440 lines, per eye. That was
described as 3K.

Huawei VR 2 HMD (Huawei)
A 3K screen would have one and a half times the lines of an HD screen, or 1620 lines, so
Huawai’s VR HMD is actually 2.22K.
However, assuming one keeps the same aspect ratio as an HD display, i.e., 16:9, then the
resolution of a 3K screen would be 3326 pixels/line, and 1871 lines. So, there’s no way the
Huawei HMD could be considered 3K.
LG introduced a monitor, the $1,300 UltraFine 5K, with 5120 × 2880 resolution. It complies to the
16:9 aspect ratio, but if you do the math, it has 14.7 Mpix, which is 7.1 × HD, so LG is offering a
7K monitor and under marketing it at 5K. Apple also offers the monitor, as a 5K.
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LG’s UltraFine 5K IPS 27-inch monitor (LG)
A 5K monitor, with 16:9 aspect ratio, would have 4293 × 2415 resolution, 10.368 Mpix. But, if
you use lines and the above equation you get 5.3K.
Dell offers the UP2715K, a $699, 27-inch monitor they market as a 5K. It offers two resolution
modes, 5120 × 2880 at 60 Hz (Dual DP cable required) and 3840 × 2160 at 60Hz (single DP cable
required).
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Dell’s UP2715K—a 5K monitor? (Dell)
The actual resolutions are 4K and 7K, no 5K to be found. Dell also offers a real 8K monitor, the
32-inch, $3,900 UP3218K.
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Dell’s UP3218K real 8K monitor (JPR)
An 8K monitor has 16 times the resolution of an HD monitor, 33 Mpixels, but doesn’t cost 16
times as much—the value of a monitor goes up with the Ks.
The other subject affecting the seeing more: doing more ratio is the measurement of pixels per
inch (some folks prefer the term “dots,” a left over from the printing industry). Pixels per inch
(PPI) is a way of thinking about jaggies. If the number is too low, you don’t get nice nonorthogonal lines.
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Comparison of PPI (Know Your Mobile)
When the first serious word processor monitors and laser printers came to the market, 72-PPI was
the norm, and anything above that was considered high-resolution, or high-quality. PPI is
primarily a horizontal number, although some have expressed it as an average of height × width as
well. It involves the aspect ratio, and—physical size of the monitor. I generated a little table to
show some comparisons
24-in LG 24LJ3540 (0.7k)
32-inch LG 32MA70HY (1k)
27-in Dell S2716DGR (2.7K)
30-in Dell U3011 (3K)
32-in Dell UP3216Q (4K)
27-in LG 27MD5KB-B (5.3k)
30-in Dell UP3218K (8K)

Diag H pix Y pix M pixels
24.0 1366 768
1.05
31.5 1920 1080
2.07
27.0 2560 1440
3.69
30.0 2560 1600
4.10
31.5 3840 2160
8.29
27.0 5120 2880
14.75
31.5 7680 4320
33.18

Comparison of PPI, Mpixels, and size of monitors

PPI
65.3
69.9
108.8
100.6
139.9
218.5
279.7

If you compare monitors by Mpixels per dollar, you can see the best value. You can also compare
by PPI/dollar which factors in the physical size of the monitor.
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Price per PPI and Mpixel
0.600

0.012

0.500

0.010

0.400

0.008

0.300

0.006

0.200

0.004

0.100

0.002

0.000

$135.00

$200.00

$600.00 $1,549.00 $1,400.00 $1,300.00 $3,900.00

0.000

24-in LG 32-inch LG 27-in Dell 30-in Dell 32-in Dell 27-in LG 30-in Dell
24LJ3540 32MA70HY S2716DGR U3011 (3K) UP3216Q 27MD%KB- UP3218K
(0.7k)
(1k)
(2.7K)
(4K)
B (5.3k)
(8K)
PPI/$

Mpix/$

Comparison of PPI and Mpixels per dollar vs. size of monitor
Obviously an 8K monitor will give you the most PPI (see last column, the table above). However,
a 5K monitor will give you the best Mpixels/$, and pretty good PPI/$. Over time, the 8K monitors
will drop in price and offer the best PPI and Mpixels/dollar. But here atop Mt Tiburon, it’s all
about Megapixels—can’t have too many.
GDDR6 is available
Although a lot of people thought the highly parallel high bandwidth 3D memory (HBM) would be
the logical heir to GDDR for graphics AIBs, its price and manufacturing costs outweigh its
benefits in some cases. Therefore, to be as flexible as possible, the AIB builders need the option of
multiple memory types. GDDR6 is an option providing a significant performance advantage over
GDD5 and GDDR5X.

Samsung Electronics’ 16Gb GDDR6 DRAM
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In August 2016, Samsung announced at Hot Chips, GDDR6 would be the successor of GDDR5,
with production beginning in January 2018. The company said the first products would be 16
Gbps, 1.35V chips.
Micron announced its GDDR5X memory in late 2015, and the GeForce GTX 1080 was the first
AIB with GDDR5X memory.
The progression of wide I/O DDR memory for graphics is shown in the following table.
Bus width (bits)
Capacity (GB)
Bandwidth (GB/s)
Data Rate Gb/s/pin)
Modes
Voltage (v)
Introduced
Process Technology
Package

GDDR5
32
4 to 8
~28
5 to 8
DDR
1.5
Dec 2014
16 to 20
170-ball, 0.8mm-pitch
BGA

GDDR5X
32
8
~56
~ 10 to16
QDR & DDR
1.35
Feb 2016
16
190-ball, 0.65mmpitch BGA

Comparison of DDR graphics memory types

GDDR6
32
8
~72
~18
QDR
1.35
Q1’16
10 to 16
180-ball, 0.75mm-pitch
BGA

GDDR5X spec allows for up to 16 GB and the GDDR6 spec allows for up to 32 GB.
Samsung recently announced they would introduce GDDR6 to the market, making them the third
vendor after Micron and Hynix,
Samsung also plans to introduce HBM3. The initial work on HBM was started in 2010. In July
2015 AMD introduced the Radeon R9 Fury X the first AIB with HBM.
HBM stacks memory chips on top of each other around a central core. The stacks are
interconnected by wires that run through each memory die (called through silicon vias, or TSVs).
An 8 GB package includes eight 8 GB HBM2 dies that are interconnected via more than 5,000
TSVs per die.
Samsung has announced it has begun mass production of its next-generation 8 GB HBM2, dubbed
“Aquabolt.” The company is claiming that the new memory chip will offer 2.4 Gb/sec data
transfer speed per pin, the fastest on the market. The company is also proposing a low-cost version
of HBM for HBM3 which could get the memory into markets where it can’t currently compete,
including low-end graphics cards and systems with APUs.
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Bus width (bits)
Capacity (GB)
Bandwidth (GB/s)
Data Rate Gb/s/pin)
Voltage (v)
Introduced
Process Technology

HBM1
1024/128
8
512
1
1.3
2015

HBM2
4096
8
1000
2 to 2.4
1.2
2016
20

HBM3

3
1.2
2019

Comparison of HBM graphics memory types

How much GDDR6 and HBM2 memory is available for graphics AIB however is a question. The
explosion in AI, big data and even bigger data centers is creating a strain of the memory suppliers
to meet demand.
The current memory fab capacity can only bake so many chips a day, there is only so much near
term FAB capacity for DRAM, and it is shared between
DD4, LPDDR4, GDDR5 and HBM. If demand is rising for
The demand for cloud computing
DDRn in any version, and the fabs have fixed capacity, that
will increase the number of giant
suggests lower volume memory such as GDDRn and HMB2
data centers
will get switched out of the pipeline, and thereby create a
A recent report by Synergy
shortage for those RAMs as well. And that suggests the
Research said there are nearly
commodity pricing of high-performance RAM will therefore
400 hyperscale data centers
go up. And that suggests that Q3 & Q4 AIBs prices will go
around globe, with the majority
up. And all of this is being further compounded by cryptolocated in the U.S. That number
currency miners. So the AIB suppliers revenue should rise in
is expected to top 500 in the next
Q3 and Q4, if not their volume, and probably not their
two years. A hyperscale data
margins since they will just be tracking COG.
center is defined by IDC as
The supply issue won’t change for at least three years and $5
billion dollars; that’s what it takes to bring up a new fab. The
good news is they have already started the new investments.
So, the next round of new fabs should be fully enabled by the
end of 2019—nothing happens fast.

having a minimum of 5,000
servers and covers at least 10,000
square feet in size, but often is
much larger.

Second quarter of 2016
The second quarter was usually a slow period with announcements of mid-life kicker products,
and one major conference, Computex, to be used for new product introductions. Nvidia’s GTC is
also often a place where the company announces new GPUs. Secondarily NAB is often a
showcase for new designs, but typically systems, not semiconductors.
All about the GPU — it has competition now
The evolution of future processors
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The computer industry has enjoyed Moore’s Law for decades, and CPUs and GPUs have made the
most use of it. GPUs have become the engine for visualization and many aspects of compute.
However, there are other devices coming along to address the same problems including ASICS,
FPGAs and even quantum computing. Driving these changes is the enthusiasm for machine
learning and AI, which is consuming hordes of data, of which some is coming from IoT devices,
and blockchain activities. The following is a brief overview of some of these new processors
Is it a revolution — or just evolution?
The GPU with its hyper-dense compute capacity and relatively low cost, is an amazingly powerful
workload accelerator for certain classes of problems — those that lend themselves to massive
parallel processing and multi-threaded workloads. When programmable vertex shaders were first
introduced in 2002 (by 3Dlabs), and the TI TMS3410 16 years before that in 1986, no one seemed
to be imagining that programmable graphics processors would find their way into supercomputers,
scientific instruments, autonomous vehicles, neural nets and machine learning, and inferencing
machines we carry in our pockets.
The GPU with its massive parallel processing capability, over 5,000 cores such as Nvidia’s latest
bemouth that uses over 3 billion transistors, has become not just the darling of the industry, so
much so that even Intel has finally gotten in the game … again. Scarcely a day goes by without
some new announcement of an application of GPUs, such as virus scanning. Virus scanners
currently use the CPU to detect against memory-based attacks, but a machine takes a performance
hit as a result. Intel hopes by moving this way from the CPU that performance and power
consumption will improve, as typical machines do not fully utilize onboard graphics cards most of
the time.
But despite the applicability, and love affair with the GPU, the industry, the world, has shifted in
the last 18 to 24 months. Whereas once software was king and we had three tried and true
processors: the venerable x86, ARM, and the GPU, now we have a plethora of new processors
being developed to enable and employer the exploding area of artificial intelligence, machine
learning, robots, and autonomous things. Now, software and hardware are partners sometimes
very close partners.
The big news and excitement about processors this year revolves around four major technology
areas, led by applications, as they should be (rather than new processor designs looking for
applications). Those application segments (with subsegments) are:
•
•
•
•
•

Artificial intelligence
Blockchain
Cryptocurrency
Internet of things
Virus scanning

And unlike the evolution and introduction of applications in the past, which were built on the
platforms available at the time, these new applications are demanding and inspiring new
architectures and processors. We’re also seeing the clever application of existing processors to the
new applications.
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The other interesting thing about these new applications is how interrelated they are. Artificial
intelligence (AI), which is also often referred to as machine and deep learning, relies on and
requires a large sample base, often referred to as big-data. Internet of things (IoT) devices, often
called smart sensors, generate large quantities of data. That data can be effectively, efficiently, and
securely captured, stored, and distributed via blockchain mechanisms. And if the data, or the AI
training has to be paid for, it can be done via cryptocurrency exchanges.
Machine learning and AI
Artificial intelligence is one such application that was originally run using x86 servers. Because of
the data nature of AI, it became apparent that a massive and low-cost parallel processor like the
GPU could be applied to the applications. But even the GPU, with its incredible compute density
and computer efficiency, was good enough and so some organization developed applicationspecific solutions using FPGAs and ASICs for the convolutional neural network (CNN)
workloads. The ASICs have various names, probably the most well-known one being Googles
Tensor processor, or TPU, and the Tensor cores Nvidia added to their GPU in the Volta processor.

Google has developed and made available their TensorFlow library and AI examples, which are used as
a sort of benchmark.

Other examples can be found such as Intel’s Nervana. IBM developed the TrueNorth
Neuromorphic CMOS ASIC in conjunction with the DARPA SyNAPSE program, and other
companies such as ST, HiSilicon, Rockchip, and Mediatek have developed AI-CNN processors.
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Training
When you start listing AI processor suppliers, you have to segregate them into training and
inferencing applications. The big “iron” processors like those from AMD, IBM, Intel, and Nvidia
are used for sucking in massive amounts of big data to train an algorithm on how to find cats,
terrorists, or glaucoma.
Inferencing
Once the algorithms have been trained and tuned, they can then be applied to smaller processors
such as the type made by HiSilicon, Mediatek, Nvidia, Qualcomm, Rockchip, ST, and others to do
inferencing. Examples would be facial recognition of you for security sign-in, or recognizing
Alexa’s name and an instruction. The work commissioned by the instruction (Alexa, what time is
it in Moscow) is done in the cloud on big AI machines.
Internet of things
We already live in a world of sensors, counters, and taggers. Modern factors, hospitals,
automobiles and airplanes, most homes, and businesses have dozens of sensors to measure
temperature, door openings, speed of rotating devices, pressure, humidity, color, etc. Data is also
collected by point of sale (POS) devices. All that data is sent to servers in a continuous or impulse
manner depending upon occurrences and location intelligence. For example, there’s no need to
report the steady state temperature or rotation of a machine more often than maybe once an hour,
but a potentially critical need if it changes in a fraction of a second.
Internet of things devices, despite their tiny size and ubiquitous deployment, are being upgraded
with smart sensors capable of wireless communications, and in some cases without power.
And these smart sensors and POS terminals spew out data every day; in some cases, every day, all
day, which leads us back to AI.
Robots
Robots might be considered an application, more likely a system or device when a physical
manifestation is envisioned. However, there are hundreds of software robots, such as telephone
answering menu systems with voice recognition, and bots that post twitter comments.
Robots of course need AI training to function. And if it’s a physical robot, it will have lots of
sensors, and their data collection may be used in real-time correction (and/or protection), and
potentially fed to a server for further data analysis and program refinement. You can think of an
autonomous vehicle as a robot.
Crypto-mining
For a blockchain transaction to work, it must be verified. The verification process can be done by
anyone, and those doing it charge a fee for the verification. People set up their computer to search
the web looking for open or waiting transactions. That is known as blockchain mining. And since
the token of payment for providing the verification is a cryptocurrency, it has become known as
cryptocurrency mining, or simply crypto-mining.
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To use a blockchain, you need a special driver for the processor you want to use. Typically, a GPU
is used, and so you can get a blockchain driver from AMD, Intel, or Nvidia for their GPUs. Those
drivers are used for crypto-mining.
Blockchain
Blockchain is a virtual application, in that it doesn’t run on just your computer, but on everyone’s
computer.
Blockchain network is simply lots of Virtual Machines or “nodes” connected to every other node
to create a mesh. Each node runs a copy of the entire blockchain and competes to mine the next
block or validate a transaction. Whenever a new block is added, the blockchain updates and is
propagated to the entire network, such that each node is in sync.
Block chaining is a distributed ledger. There are free and commercial blockchain programs one
can use and customize for individual needs such as Ethereum, MultiChain, and HyperLedger.
Ethereum and MultiChain products that claim to be open to some degree. HyperLedger was
developed by IBM and given to the Linux Foundation. The licensing is not yet clear on these
programs so one needs to investigate before implementing.
To become a node in a network, one’s computer has to download and update a copy of the entire
blockchain. To achieve this, blockchain applications like HyperLedger or Ethereum provide tools
that you can download, connect to the specific block chain network, and then interact with it.
Because of the mesh nature of block-chaining, GPUs have proven to be particularly good.
Raw power for IoT
And on top of all the above, Intel just announced the Stratix 10 FPGA super processor with 58G
PAM4 transceiver technology.
FPGAs, or field programmable gate arrays, are a special class of computer chip that is surging in
importance with the rise of applications like speech-recognition, artificial intelligence, nextgeneration wireless networks, advanced search engines and high-performance computing.
Intel says their Stratix 10 is a unique FPGA design and as a result, it can fly through calculations
at remarkable speeds—often 10 to 100 times faster than the processors in consumer devices. Intel
Stratix 10 FPGAs—the latest version came out in February—are capable of 10 TFLOPS, or 10
trillion floating point operations per second. The Stratix 10 is the fastest chip of its kind in the
world.
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Intel’s Rebecca Nevin, an outreach manager for the Intel FPGA University Program, holds an Intel
Stratix 10 Field Programmable Gate Array. The Stratix 10 contains about 30 billion transistors—
more than triple the number of transistors in the chips that run today’s fastest laptops and
desktops—and can process the data equivalent to 420 Blu-ray Discs in just one second. (Credit: Tim
Herman/Intel Corporation)

Unlike traditional central processing units (CPUs) that power today's laptops and desktops, FPGAs
can be customized—or reprogrammed remotely and on the fly—to perform highly specialized
computing tasks.
The number and types of applications, opportunities, and challenges being presented in our
modern world are mind-boggling and difficult to keep up with, let alone be expert in them. As new
concepts and vocabularies are introduced, so will confusion and misunderstanding about the
terms, devices, functions, and dangers. One thing that is clear is that one size or type of processor
does not fit all applications or needs, and we will have dozens of similar and specialized
processors, most of which we will not even be aware of, nor should we be if they are to do their
job.
Moore’s Law has been the engine empowering this science-fiction like developments and although
some of the economic certainties of Moore’s Law may have slowed, the overall benefit of highdensity, low-cost, nano-scale compute capabilities has not.
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Life will get much better, maybe more complicated and challenging, but better overall.
Nvidia has the biggest one
Nobody has more shaders in an Arm-based SoC
At GTC 2016, Nvidia previewed “Xavier,” an SoC that integrates a 512-core Volta GPU and an 8core ARM CPU. Skipping the amusing retort given by most companies when questioned about
leaks—we don’t pre-announce products—probably because the press, analysts, and fans have been
hearing about, Gee Daddy that’s a big one, Xavier for over two years. This is the SoC that’s going
to revolutionize the nascent, autonomous driving market that most of us are anxiously looking
forward to. The social, political, and financial changes autonomous vehicles will bring is so
profound it seems like a science fiction story coming true. Just like a worldwide video
communications device that fits in your shirt pocket.
Because of the impact autonomous vehicles will have, their development is under great scrutiny,
by several federal agencies, state, and local governments, both for safety reasons and tax revenue;
will citizens even need or want to own a vehicle in this brave new world? Will the concept of
automobile insurance disappear? Will pollution laws change? Zoning laws that require the rapidly
vanishing brick and mortar establishments to have specific amounts of allotted parking space?
How will real estate values in congested areas change if 20% of the available ground-level space is
no longer needed for parking? And when, where, and how do autonomous vehicles refuel or
recharge?
No one person, agency, or organization has the answers to these questions, and its too big an issue
to figure it out through trial and error. The one thing everyone can agree on is that for the vehicles
of the future to function as we now dream about them working, those vehicles are going to be
extremely smart, maybe even smarter than the humans currently hurling their beautiful killing
machines down the under maintained roads.
Even a 512-core parallel processor with an additional eight cores for administrative tasks won’t be
enough. Nvidia says Xavier can deliver 30 Teraflops at 30 W. The company has suggested there
could be four to as many as eight Xaviers in an autonomous vehicle, and I don’t find that
farfetched at all. However, many it turns out to be, and all those Xaviers, are going to need to be in
constant communications with even bigger, faster supercomputers in the cloud. That’s going to
require 5G, and we won’t have that in the major industrialized nations for several years.
Nvidia’s Xavier is a complex and complicated beast of a product. It will be the largest SoC in the
world (till next biggest one) and as such requires billions of tests and simulations on
supercomputers to try and tease out the corner cases before they ever get stuck in a vehicle. Also,
the not so simple act of manufacturing such a giant chip takes time. As feature size goes down (16
nm for Xavier), transistor count (9 billion) and overall die size goes up (350 mm2), yield typically
comes down, which in turn drives costs up.
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Nvidia has a big one—Xavier is the biggest SoC ever made. (Source: Wikichip)

Nvidia said, at its 2018 GTC event, that it is sampling Drive Xavier now and that the device is
expected to be in full production in Q1 2019. Drive Xavier is expected to be 20 times faster than
the current shipping Drive Parker one-chip solution. Nvidia says Xavier will enable full Level 5
autonomy but they can’t substantiate that claim until some vehicle supplier demonstrates it, which
could be as early as 2020, and certainly not sooner.
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Nvidia’s CEO and founder, Jen Hsun Huang, extols the virtues of Xavier. (Source: Fudzilla.com)

This revolution in transportation is no less significant or challenging than was the introduction of
automatic transmissions, or automatic braking systems. The difficulty will be the transition period
until 100% of the vehicles on the road are autonomous. Dealing with the human-in-the-loop
between now and 100% autonomous vehicles will be the failure point—you can’t AI your way
past stupid. Every heads-down phone tapping person walking across a street that somehow misses
walking into a street sign and then walks into the side an autonomous vehicle will have four others
making a video of him or her, blasting it all over the web, and providing evidence for lawyers.
In one vison of the modern city of the future, there will be no surface vehicles, they will be
underground or overhead like the metro, and/or there will be vehicle only right of ways so
pedestrian collisions will disappear. Congestion in the cities, which are expected to contain 66%
or more of the population by 2050 (it’s 54% now), will require walkways and vehicle routes to be
stacked vertically, just as building are. You can already see this happening in some of the larger
cities like Tokyo, Paris, and Beijing.
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Will your future city look like this? (Source: Fotomak/Shutterstock)

It was once thought video conferencing and telecommuting would eliminate, or at least minimize,
traffic congestion—that only delivery vehicles would occupy the roads. Just the opposite has
happened. There are more private cars—with only one person in them, more buses and taxis, and
there are more delivery trucks as people buy more stuff on-line. Congestion has increased, and
road capacity hasn’t. With autonomous vehicles the existing roadways could be used more
efficiently, as we are shuttled like packets on the internet from one place to another.
And our packetizing modules with friction-based traction systems will be full of Xavier-like
devices that will challenge the weight to travel distance ratios as more and more processors are
incorporated and bigger heavier batteries are needed.
In the future, autonomous vans filled with Xaviers will arrive at vehicle platform builders, be offloaded by Xavier-based articulated autonomous robots, handed to autonomous Xavier-based
assembly machines, and integrated into autonomous vehicles which will drive themselves off the
assembly line to the fleet operators who will dispatch them to your home for your next ride.
AMD vs. AMD
We compare an Asus Strix 580 to a Vega 64
We’ve been testing AMD’s new second generation Ryzen 7 2700. AMD provided us with a
system and it came equipped with an Asus Strix 580. A monster AIB, with great performance, and
a low price—a gamer’s or miner’s dream.
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Asus Strix 580

The Strix has fewer processors than a Vega 64 and runs them at a higher frequency, which you
would think would drive up the power consumption, but it doesn’t. It does, however, drive up the
performance, and as a result it gets killer Pmark scores compared to the Vega.

AMD Vega 64

The relative specifications of the two AIBs are shown in the following table.
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AIB
Asus Strix RX 580 Vega RX 64
Core Clock
1360 MHz
1630 MHz
Memory
8GB DDR5 8GB DDR5
Memory Clock
2000 MHz
945 MHz
Stream Processors
2304
4096
Wattage
295
295
Watt Gaming
225
484
TMB
256GB
484GB
Driver
18.2.1
18.3.4
Price
$400
$800
Comparison of Asus Strix 580 to AMD Vega 64

We ran two sets of tests on the two AIBs, a productivity suite consisting of PC Mark 10,
PassMark, and GeekBench. We took the average of all their scores for our Pmark Productivity
scoring.
For gaming we used FireStrike Ultra, and Extreme, 3D Mark Time Spy, Final Fantasy (at 4k high
quality, and 2560 × 1440), Ashes of Singularity Escalation (at 4k high, and extreme), Tomb
Raider (at 4k vey high), and Deus Ex. We took the average of all those tests (23 of them) for our
Pmark gaming scoring.

Pmark scores for productivity and gaming

The Asus Strix is a clear winner, and it’s great looking too.
Matrox squeezes pixels from a 20-year old chip
Design once sell forever
This week Matrox, the eclectic pioneering Canadian graphics company who developed a 3D
graphics controller in 1998 they called the G200, is celebrating its 20th anniversary. At the time it
was a killer new part, coming on the heels of the programmable TI TMS34010 (which was not
called a GPU at the time) and just ahead of the introduction of programmable devices that came to
be known as GPUs.
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Matrox had been an important supplier to the high-end 2D graphics accelerator market before PCs
and Windows and is credited as the first company to build a graphics board for a Micro or Home
computer back in 1979.
The AIBs they later supplied were very good Windows accelerators, and some of the later boards
such as Millennium and Mystique excelled at MS-DOS as well. The company built several
graphics accelerators, and also made an AIB with Video Logics PowerVR processor. With the
G200, Matrox sought to combine its past products' 2D and video acceleration experience with a
full-featured 3D accelerator.
The G200 powered a number of industry-first, graphics and multi-monitor-based product lines that
delivered surprising image quality across one or more displays. Still being offered today, the G200
remains a trusted graphics solution for many of the baseboard management controllers used in
servers worldwide.

Matrox’s venerable G200 graphics controller. (Source: Matrox)

The 128-bit dual bus chip and AIB is credited with being recognized as the driving force behind
the high-end professional 2D workstation phenomenon. By focusing on Windows desktop
acceleration, Matrox established the precedent for image quality on analog CRT monitors with
impressive visual acuity. This became the benchmark behind a number of ground-breaking and
award-winning innovations including:
•

•

The MGA-G200 was used for accelerating real-world 3D applications ranging from entrylevel to mid-range CAD/animation packages to demanding industrial software to nextgeneration 3D games.
The Millennium G200 was the first quad-monitor graphics card for high-performance
corporate, government, and industrial applications.
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•
•
•

The Mystique G200 was an AIB with display plus television support for small office and
home entertainment setups.
The Marvel G200 was a multi-functional AIB with display, video capture I/O, and
television input.
Matrox also licensed the G200 IP cores and drivers for servers, plus video appliances,
mobile internet devices, and more.

As far as I know, there has never been a graphics chip that has had such long and distinguished
service—20 years is a real world-record and Matrox should apply to the Guinness World Records
with it.
Happy birthday G200.
An AIB in a blink of the eye
If you blink you might miss one
From the beginning of the second quarter of 2017 to
the end of the first quarter of 2018, almost sixtyfour million AIBs were shipped—63, 887,712 to be
exact.
In one year, there are 31,536,000 seconds in an
average year (not factoring in leap year offsets).
More AIBs per year than seconds, over twice as
many in fact. That’s almost as many AIBs as
frequently as you can blink (the average human's
eye blinks at a speed of 300 to 400 milliseconds). Imagine repeatedly blinking your eyes and each
time you did a new AIB would appear in front of you.
Visualize standing on the Golden Gate bridge and watching the cards go by in each direction. The
bridge is almost always packed. An AIB every blink of the eye is 175,035 AIBs a day. About
112,000 cars go over the Golden Gate bridge a day.
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More AIBs ship per minute than cars go over the Golden Gate

Another way to think about it is almost 64 million people were delighted in the last four quarters
who purchased an AIB or a PC with an AIB in it. There are 64,430, 428 people in the UK.
Imagine what it would be like if every citizen in the UK got a new AIB every year.
Warehouses and production lines are kept busy every day, all day trying to meet the demand. The
components come in, get assembled by robots, get tested by humans, get put in boxes by robots
and go to a ship or airplane. Then they go into distribution centers like Amazon and New Egg, and
then in FedEx trucks to you and me.
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The lights never go out at EVGA

The average weight of an AIB is three pounds, approximately 1.5kg. All the AIBs shipped in the
past four quarters would weigh 96,000,000 kg, the same as 346 Airbus 380s.
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All the AIBs shipped in a year don’t use as much power as Las Vegas does in one day

And the average power consumption of an AIB is 120 W. A year’s worth of AIBs will consume
7,667 MW, which is how much power Las Vegas uses a day—the same amount of energy could
be used to power over 8 million homes.
Arm expands Bifrost to new Mali-G76
Smaller, faster, smarter
Arm has been steadily improving the Mali GPU since they acquired it from Falanx twelve years
ago. The little GPU has found its way into TVs, phones and tablets, automobiles, and various
consumer and industrial devices. The little GPU that could, and did, have gone through several
architectural evolutions, the latest being the Bifrost and implemented in the Mali-G71 last
October, and then the Mali-G72.
The Bifrost architecture was a major deviation in design from the previous Midgard design, and
Bifrost positioned the GPU for new tasks in AI, AR, and rendering. The multi-generational history
of Mali is illustrated in the following chart.
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The 12-year history ofArm Mali architectures over time

On the last day of May at Arm Tech Day the company revealed its newest upgrade to the Bifrost
family and showed the Mali-G76. Arm skipped the numbering sequence from G72 to G76 to
align Mali with new CPU A76.
Mali-G76 features three execution engines per shader core, dual texture mapper, configurable 4 to
20 shader cores, and configurability with 2 to 4 slices of L2 cache from 512KB to 4MB total. The
Mali-G72 execution engines were capable of running four scalar threads in lockstep and when
doing a vec3 FP32 add it only takes 3 cycles. The Mali-G76 employs wide execution engines
which double the number of lanes so 8 threads doing vec3 FP32 can add in 3 cycles, and it adds
int8 dot product support for ML is also provided. The core design is illustrated in the following
diagram.

Arm’s Mali-G76’s core design block diagram
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Arm says the G76 does the same work faster than the previous generation because its 8 lanes use
the same energy as 4 lanes to process a given workload.
A simple comparison of the total compute capability is shown in the following table.
G72

G76

Execution lanes per engine

4

8

Cores

32

20

Engines per core

Execution lanes

3
384

3
480

Comparison of Mali-G72 to Mali-G76

The G76 also has a dual texture unit so applications can execute two textures per cycle, which
effectively gives the G76 twice the throughput.
Arm says their microarchitecture improvements will provide area and power improvement due to
register bank optimization, and half the number of register banks but larger sizes. The G76 also
has increased compute performance through the thread local storage area where the stack area is
used for register spilling in shaders. That provides the data for a single thread and is grouped into
chunks so they can be grouped at the same location. As a result, says the company, gaming
performance will be improved, and they offer the following comparison to make the point.

Improved gaming performance with Mali G76

And because of the efficiency improvements, games can also be played for longer periods of time,
says the company.
For AI applications where machine learning inference on device makes significant use of general
matrix multipliers (GEMM) the Mali-G76 adds dedicated 8bit dot product support for inference.
Summarizing it all, Arm claims the Mali-G76 will offer 30% greater energy improvement over the
G72, 30% greater density, and 2.7 times the ML compute density. The net of all that, Arm thinks
will deliver 1.5 times the overall performance of a G72.
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Arm certainly hasn’t lost its way since becoming taken over by Softbank, and then auctioned off
in pieces. The boss of Softbank said at the time, and I paraphrase: the company is working well,
why would I interfere with that. But what Softbank brought to the party was a boatload of money
and lots of new contacts. The workforce has grown from 4,500 to over 6,000, and more hands
means more and faster developments. As a result, Arm’s reach into new market areas has been
impressive, and with it new concepts of what a GPU should do have been expended.
Arm has a companion video processor core, as well as a neural net core, and of course the
ubiquitous RISC processor. The only trick the company doesn’t have (today) is a DSP core, or a
very impressive ISP. But we think that is only a temporary situation.
Huawei’s Honor GPU turbo
Huawei has announced its Honor Play smartphone will employ the company's new “GPU Turbo”
technology. Huawei and Honor claim to have improved the graphics processing efficiency by 60
percent while reducing the SoC energy consumption by 30 percent with the new GPU Turbo
Boosts.
The company says the GPU Turbo technology is built on hardware-software integrated GPU
acceleration, which changes how the GPU handles graphics processing. This is done through
better multi-thread performance and, therefore, faster gaming and improved power efficiency.
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Honor Play smart phone

In addition, with greater rendering ability, Honor claims it can achieve outstanding graphics
quality with GPU Turbo, even if the mobile game application does not support HDR imaging.
The Honor Play has a 6.3-inch 1,080 x 2,340 LCD screen and is powered by a HiSilicon Kirin 970
processor with 6GB of RAM, 64GB of storage space and a 3,750mAh battery. It incorporates a
16MP (f2.2) plus 2MP dual-lens camera system with Dual AF and AI scene recognition that can
identify 22 different categories and over 500 scenes. It also claims to have 7.1 channel audio
Huawei Histen 3D audio technology with -wide 3D sound field technology,. It ships with Android
8.1 Oreo-based EMUI 8.2. GPU Turbo will also be in the Honor 10, Honor View 10, Honor 9
Lite, and even the Honor 7X in future.
The Kirin 970 is built with TSMC 10 nm process technology, which integrates 5.5 billion
transistors in an area roughly the size of a fingernail. Kirin 970 combines an octa-core CPU, a
Mali 12-core GPU, dual ISP, a 1.2 Gbps high-speed Cat.18 LTE modem.
Huawei is likely to launch Honor Play gaming phone outside China by August this year. The
company is yet to announce a date or specific countries where it will be rolled out. Honor Play
will cost around $320 and is being compared to Xiaomi's Black Shark game phone ($480), Nubia's
Red Magic ($399), and Asus ROG Phone.
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Nvidia slows the pace, while AMD promise more
Computex is always surprising
AMD and Nvidia, despite how they poster and position themselves, have limited resources; and
since there are only 25 hours in a day, they have to pick their priorities carefully. And even though
there was a lot of fanfare when Koduri rejoined AMD in 2013, the Vega product line was less than
stellar, although it did have a surprising advantage for crypto-miners. Meanwhile, Nvidia
introduced their award-winning Pascal GTX10 series in the summer of 2016 and have expanded
and extended it since.
The crypto craze caught both companies by surprise, and even though AMD was more efficient
and less expensive than Nvidia’s AIBs, Nvidia sold more to the crypto crowd, demonstrating the
power of brand. Selling is not exactly correct, Neither AMD or Nvidia sold to the crypto crowd,
they merely supplied it. Regardless of the sales and marketing dynamics, both companies ran out
of stock as prices in the channel soared.
AMD was able to increase production a little faster than Nvidia; and in January announced they
would be increasing production of the Radeon product line. But when Nvidia does something it
does with a flourish and enthusiasm, it amped up production even more, but not till May.
In early May, Nvidia announced the GeForce GTX back in stock! “With record May temperatures
hitting across the globe this week, how about staying nice and cool inside by playing your favorite
PC games?” Suggested the company. “If you’ve been waiting for the right moment to pick up a
GeForce GTX 10-Series GPU, now’s the perfect time! With great availability across retailers at
prices gamers can afford, there’s never been a better time to upgrade your gaming rig.”
Then at Computex, newly minted Senior Vice President of Engineering for the Radeon
Technologies Group, David Wang said he is committed to delivering a new product every year,
like clockwork.
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David Wang at AMD’s press conference in Computex 2018

Wang showed AMD’s graphics roadmap at a presentation at Computex, and although it went out
three years from 2017’s including its next-gen Navi architecture, and an un-named 7 nm+
architecture debuting in 2020, it didn’t look any different than the roadmap shown at CES or
GDC. Wang said at a round table discussion that “AMD would be bringing out a new graphics
product every year, via a new architecture, process changes, or maybe incremental architecture
changes.”
Meanwhile, also at a Computex press briefing, Nvidia CEO Jensen Huang said in response to a
question about the next GPU release that gamers may not see next-generation graphics boards for
“a long time from now.”
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Nvidia CEO Jensen Huang, speaking at the company's keynote at Computex 2018. (Source:
ClaireReilly/CNET)

That caught a few people by surprise because a press release from the Hot Chips conference
originally reported Nvidia would feature “their next-gen GPU.” That statement has since been
removed and Nvidia’s scheduled GPU talk at 11:30 a.m. on August 20 has been shifted to “TBD.”
The Hot Chips press release now states, “We will hear from the CPU and GPU giants: AMD
featuring their next-gen client chip and Intel with an interesting die-stacked CPU with iGPU plus
stacked dGPU.”
Speculation rippled through the conference and the net. One theory was if it ain’t broke, don’t fix
it. Nvidia has the performance advantage, with multiple SKUs and the price difference between
Nvidia and AMD doesn’t seem to matter much. AMD does not have a new part coming this year,
so Nvidia has some breathing room to devote R&D to other ambitions.
Another theory is that now when Nvidia has
ramped up production of 1080s and below,
they need to run that inventory down before
announcing any new part (Osborne effect). So
Nvidia can take its time to roll out its next
generation GPU, code named Turing.
So, we’ve now entered into the “surprise” realm
which analysts and customers don’t care for but
seems to titillate management at various
companies.
Move along, nothing to see here.
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Qualcomm announces three new Snapdragon mobile platforms
Targeted at expanding high- and mid-tiers
Qualcomm announced this week three new additions to the Qualcomm Snapdragon 600 and 400
tiers: the Snapdragon 632, 439, and 429 mobile platforms. These platforms, says the company, are
engineered to bring higher performance, better battery life, more efficient designs, impressive
graphics and AI capabilities into the highest selling Snapdragon tiers.
Snapdragon 632: Based on their market research and customer conversations, Qualcomm says
Snapdragon 632 brings some of the most sought-after mobile experiences, including mainstream
gaming, 4K video capture, artificial intelligence, and fast LTE speeds. Built on Samsung’s FinFET
process technology, the 632 boasts up to 40% higher performance (over previous generation parts)
thanks to the combination of the Kryo 250 CPU and Adreno 506 GPU. Camera aficionados can
benefit from either a single 24 MP single-camera or dual cameras at 13 MP each, while display
resolutions can scale up to FHD+. For fast cellular speeds, the Snapdragon 632 also includes the
X9 LTE modem, which supports LTE Advanced technologies like carrier aggregation.
Snapdragon 439 and 429: Qualcomm says the new 439 and 429 mobile platforms were created to
help deliver popular mobile experiences for mass market, price-sensitive consumers. Both
platforms are equipped with AI capabilities that enhance the camera, voice, and security
experience. Built with FinFET process technology advancements, the 439 and 429 improve CPU
performance and power efficiency by up to 25%. They feature the established X6 LTE modem for
fast downloads, smooth video streams, and near seamless web browsing. Snapdragon 439 is
equipped with an octa-core CPU and includes the Adreno 505 GPU with up to 20% faster graphics
rendering. The Snapdragon 429 scales to an Adreno 504 GPU, for up to a whopping 50%
improvement in graphics rendering over the previous generation. Snapdragon 439 has support for
21 MP single-camera and 8+8 MP dual-cameras along with support for FHD+ display, while the
Snapdragon 429 includes 16 MP single-camera and 8+8 MP dual-cameras with HD+ display.

The Snapdragon family is steadily expanding, demonstrating the richness of the 800 design and its
scalability.
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SD632

CPU

Cores

SD439

8x Kryo 250

X Cortex A53

4x Cortex A53

1.8 GHz

1.95 GHz

1.95 GHZ

40%

25%

25%

4

Clock

Performance over
previous

generation
Camera
Modem

4

4

Dual 13 MP, 24 MP

Dual 8 MP, 21 MP

8 MP, 16 MP

Adreno 506

Adreno 505

Adreno 504

single

GPU

SD429

SD X9 LTE

single

SD X6 LTE

single

SD X6 LTE

Performance over
previous

generation
10%
20%
50%
So far this year, Qualcomm has introduced four new Snapdragon SoCs, including the 710 in addition to
the above.

Snapdragon 632, 439, and 429 are software compatible, as well as with Snapdragon 626, 625, and
450. The 439 and 429 are pin- and software-compatible. Commercial devices based on
Snapdragon 632, 439, and 429 are expected to launch in the second half of this year.
With more than 1,350 commercial devices based on Snapdragon 600-tier mobile platforms and
more than 2,300 commercial devices based on Snapdragon 400-tier mobile platforms announced
by global OEMs, Qualcomm is in a unique position for collecting customer sentiment and desires.
All that input goes into their design and feature set, and puts Qualcomm in the position of being
able to finely tune their product offers.
Adjacent developments
In this section are non-specific GPU references that have an impact on GPUs and the suppliers of
GPUs.
Curvy 38-inch beauties
To the best of my recollection, Dell was first with their beautiful U3415W curved 34-inch 21:9
IPS WQHD 3440 × 1440 monitor. They then topped that with the U3818DW 37.5-inch, 21:9 IPS
WQHD+ 3840 × 1600. Then HP introduced the Envy 34, an AIO, and a workstation version. And
now Fujitsu has joined the ranks and brought out their B34-9U.
Acer and HP, as well as LG Electronics also brought out a 37.5-inch model. All these monitors
(34-inch and 37.5-inch) are using either Samsung or LG curved panels so the specifications are
pretty close, Samsung has higher contrast ratio. LG has a better off-axis view. The monitors come
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with 99% sRGB. Prices range from $700 to $1,500 for one of these beauties, with 4.82 to 6.14
megapixels and 109 to 111 PPI. Bezel thickness varies among the suppliers, but generally they are
pretty thin. Most of the monitors come with built-in speakers too.

For the pixel pig, 9.6 megapixes from two 38-inch curved monitors would be a dream come true (Dell)

With so many companies offering these ultra-wide, high-resolution displays at reasonable prices
for professionals and prosumers, we expect this category to become a special segment. Video
photo and music editors, graphics arts and CAD practitioners, and editors and layout artists will
want and benefit from these wide displays which let them do more because they can see more.
An in-depth look at the new SPECviewperf 13 benchmark for measuring
graphics performance
The SPEC Graphics Performance Characterization (SPECgpc) subcommittee recently released
SPECviewperf 13, a major revision of its software for measuring the graphics performance of
workstations running professional applications.
SPECviewperf 13 includes new volume visualization viewsets for energy (oil and gas) and
medical applications, a redesigned GUI, improved scoring and reporting methods, support for 4Kresolution displays, and updated viewsets for Maya and Creo to support the latest versions of the
applications on which they are based.
Available for free downloading
SPEC offers SPECviewperf 13 under a two-tiered licensing structure: It's free of charge to the user
community and available for a $2,500 fee to vendors of computer-related products and services.
The two-tiered arrangement gives users free access to the benchmark, while providing a way for
vendors who are not SPEC/GWPG members to take advantage of a valuable tool and contribute to
on-going benchmark development efforts. The bulk of the funding for SPEC/GWPG benchmarks
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comes from its members, which currently include AMD, Dell, Fujitsu, HP, Intel, Lenovo, and
Nvidia.
,

The new SPECviewperf 13 GUI

Internal and external improvements
The internal improvements in SPECviewperf 13 are part of ongoing efforts to make the
benchmark easier to use for performance comparisons. They include new reporting methods,
including JSON output that enables more flexible result parsing; a new user interface that is being
standardized across all SPEC/GWPG benchmarks; and various bug fixes and performance
improvements.
The changes that have the most impact on performance measurement are those to the
SPECviewperf viewsets. Viewsets are workloads based on real-world models performing the same
type of graphics activities that users employ in their day-to-day work.
Applications represented by viewsets in SPECviewperf 13 include 3ds Max and Maya for media
and entertainment; Catia, Creo, NX and Solidworks for CAD/CAM; Showcase for visualization;
and two datasets representing professional energy and medical applications.
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The Creo, Maya, energy and medical viewsets underwent the greatest changes in SPECviewperf
13, ranging from new models to tests representing new application functionality.

A model from the new Creo viewset in SPECviewperf 13

The art of application tracing
SPECviewperf 13 can be considered a synthetic benchmark because it does not run on top of a real
application like SPECapc benchmarks do. But, it separates itself from other synthetic benchmarks
by capturing graphics API calls directly from the application being tested. Except for the energy
and medical viewsets, application data is captured by a process called tracing.
Tracing for the new SPECviewperf 13 Maya and Creo viewsets was done with internal tools from
SPEC/GWPG members AMD and Nvidia.
Richard Geslot of AMD performed the tracing for all of the Maya viewset tests and three of the
Creo tests. Ross Cunniff of Nvidia did the tracing for 13 of the Creo viewset tests and integrated
both the Creo and Maya viewset traces into the SPECviewperf 13 framework.
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A scene from the new Maya viewset in SPECviewperf 13

The tracing tools are proprietary to AMD and Nvidia, but the basic process is the same: The
tracing tool is attached to the application, running the desired workload while the tool captures the
graphics calls. The tool then generates the test DLL from the captured workload. DLL stands for
dynamic link library, the term Microsoft uses to describe the file that contains instructions other
programs can call upon to perform certain operations.
Although the term tracing suggests a child-like operation, it's far from a simple procedure. Tracing
an application accurately requires intimate knowledge of the API calls to make sure the captured
functionality performs as it does on a user's workstation in the real world.
Porting the traces to the SPECviewperf framework provides additional challenges, especially in
sorting out the proper levels of API overhead and determining what calls are involved in the
initiating portion of an activity versus those in the steady-state interactive session you want to
measure.
Like most aspects of software development, tracing a graphics-intensive application is a mix of
programming know-how, application awareness, performance expertise, and a massive amount of
trial and error. But, when done right, it results in a benchmark much closer to representing
performance experienced by application users.
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A model from the new energy (oil & gas) viewset in SPECviewperf 13

New models and methodologies
The biggest SPECviewperf 13 changes can be found in the energy and medical viewsets, which
represent the latest methodologies found in modern applications within those fields.
Unlike the rest of the SPECviewperf 13 viewsets, neither the energy-02 nor medical-02 viewset is
based on an application trace, since static traces cannot capture the dynamic nature of volume
visualization.
In energy-02, the all-new volume tests are based on seismic data from the field, with
accompanying “horizons” showing boundary layers of interest. The viewset has transitioned
completely to a ray-casting volume visualization technique, which casts rays from the eye through
the volume, accumulating density and shading at each volume sample.
In medical-02, medical data from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computerized axial
tomography (CAT) scans have been added. In a literal example of "skin in the game" devotion, the
scans contain real data from long-time SPEC/GWPG representative Ross Cunniff.
The vast majority of the tests in the new medical viewset use ray-casting, but two of them
continue to use slice-based rendering to represent parts of the medical imaging market still using
this technique.
The medical-02 viewset also uses a novel 2D transfer function and a volume visualization
technique called “bricking, ” where the volume data is loaded into the GPU as smaller 3D “bricks”
rather than as a single monolithic volume.
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A scan from the new medical viewset in SPECviewperf 13

A call for participation
SPECviewperf 13 is the result of thousands of hours of work since SPECviewperf 12 was released
in late February of 2015 and updated in August 2016. With the exception of input from some
ISVs, the vast majority of that work was done by SPEC/GWPG members.
Tens of thousands of people download and use SPEC/GWPG benchmarks, so they are obviously
important to graphics and workstation users and vendors. So, in the interest of greater participation
in the benchmark development process and more timely updates, here are some ways different
constituencies can help:
•
•
•
•

ISVs—Help SPEC/GWPG create new and updated benchmarks by providing real-world
models, workloads, and input into user practices.
Users—Offer models that can be freely distributed and help with guidance into how you
exercise applications in the real world.
R&D and academia—Join SPEC/GWPG as an associate member or provide models or
input into performance characterization.
Vendors that are not current members—Join SPEC/GWPG to contribute to benchmarking
development or ensure that your company pays for properly licensed benchmarks.

As with most endeavors, the more involvement, the better and faster the yield.
To find out more about graphics and workstation benchmarking, visit the SPEC/GWPG website,
subscribe to the SPEC/GWPG enewsletter or join the Graphics and Workstation Benchmarking
LinkedIn group: https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8534330.
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Third quarter 2018
The first part of the third quarter was slow due to vacations, with Siggraph being the major event
in the period. The Hotchips conference often was used to announce or introduce new
semiconductors.
Is it Time to Rename the GPU?
The term was first used by Sony in 1994 with the launch of the PS1. That system had a 32-bit
Sony GPU (designed by Toshiba). The acronym was used before and after that referring to a
geometry processing unit—GPU. TriTech introduced the Geometry Processor Unit in 1996 and
Microsoft licensed it from them in 1998. It was part of a multi-chip solution and used the OpenGL
API.
3DLABS introduced the Glint multi-chip set in 1995 with a geometry processor unit (later
integrated into one chip) which was targeted at the professional graphics workstation market,
which at the time was the most demanding in terms of performance. Nvidia targeted their device at
the gaming community which was smaller but growing rapidly. Five or six years later the gaming
market took off, taking Nvidia with it, while the workstation market flattened out and didn’t
provide enough sales for companies like 3DLABS to continue investing in new semiconductor
designs. Soon Nvidia was able to adapt their device to the professional graphics market too, and
increased the competitive pressure on dedicated graphics processor suppliers.
From 2000, the term GPU as applied to geometry processing unit has been frequently used and
appears in dozens of patents.
During that same period of time, researchers at universities, always on the hunt for less expensive
computing power and more of it began experimenting with using the processors in gaming
consoles such as the Cell in the PS3, and the GPUs from ATI and Nvidia that were used in them
Ironically, the way they chose to program the GPU for computing applications was through
OpenGL because it exposed more of the GPU’s capabilities.
Today, we find the GPU being used for artificial intelligence inferencing in mobile phones and
automobiles, in AI training at various companies and government agencies, crypto-currency
mining, scientific, medical, and engineering application acceleration, and robotics, to name a few
of the most common application workloads. The GPU is reducing the time it takes researchers and
engineers to analyze, design, and diagnose problems and challenges that, in the past, would have
taken days to weeks, in some cases like protein-folding, maybe months. Not only are answers to
complex and complicated problems being obtained sooner, they are being expanded in accuracy.
One of the compromises made in data reductions is to reduce the accuracy to get an answer in one
life-time.
But is it still a graphics processing engine? Clearly not. A case in point is the Nvidia Volta with its
tensor engine and the Vega by AMD. Intel too will be entering the GPU market and bring its vast
AI capabilities to one of their offerings.
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It is an SoC, a parallel-processor with associative special function engines such as video codec,
rasterizer, neural-net accelerator, and DSPs for audio and image-processing.
Today’s chips are massive devices. Nvidia’s Volta, for example, is the largest chip ever made and
measures 815 mm². Crammed into that 12 nm die are 21.1 billion (with a B) transistors, with some
of (lots of) them are being applied to the 5,376, 32-bit floating-point cores configured in a SIMD
architecture, making it the biggest integrated parallel-processor ever built—and it’s likely to hold
that title and claim for quite a while because as the feature size goes down, so has the yield making
these giant chips harder to build an more expensive.
They are also prodigious consumers of data and demand the fast, tightly coupled memory with the
highest bandwidth possible to feed all those 32-bit ALUs. To try and satisfy that demand, AMD
and Nvidia have adopted 32 GBs of high-bandwidth 3D memory (HBM) stacks with 900 GB/s of
peak memory bandwidth to their processors.
And it doesn’t stop there. If one of these monsters is good, shouldn’t 2, or 4, or 16 be even better?
And the answer is yes, of course. The GPU is inherently capable of scaling but to do it you need a
super-high-speed communications network, commonly referred to a fabric today. Intel has one,
and so does Nvidia. AMD has one in their Epyc CPU for linking all those X86 Zen processors.
Nvidia calls their chip-to-chip fabric NVlink and it moves data at up to 300 GB/s from one Volta
GPU to another. AMD’s Infinity Fabric’s System Control Fabric (SCF) hits 41.4 GB/s within the
chip.
All these techniques are modern day versions of the designs of parallel processors developed in
the late 1980s and built in big racks. They are laughably slower than the SoCs in our smartphones
today, but the communications schemes, and allocation of localized high-speed memory are the
same—just a zillion times faster and larger in terms of ALUs. We owe all that Moore’s law and
the amazing machines in those amazing fabs that make building 7 nm silicon systems possible.
And as interesting and mind-bending as all that is, it still leaves us with the need for a better name
for these massive parallel processor SoCs. No doubt the clever marketing people at one supplier or
another will coin a term, so I’m not going to offer one, but I can predict the word “accelerate” or
“accelerator” will probably be in it, as will probably the term massive, or large (remember VLSI?).
And there can be a lot of fun naming these monster chips.
But what about the folks who still want and need a good to great graphics accelerator? As exciting
as AI and application acceleration is, the volume for these massive processors in those
applications is a fraction of what is sold for gaming, photo and video editing, and professional
graphics. For that very large population, we will still need and appreciate the tried and tested GPU.
So just as a cell splits in two in the process of life, maybe it’s time for the GPU to split in two and
spawn its new, bigger, more powerful sibling—the parallel-processing application accelerator
unit—PPAAU. Oh damn! I named it.
Samsung takes on new GPU VP to take in-house GPU across finish line
GPU veteran Chien-Ping Lu has long Silicon Valley resume
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The demand for talent and the talent’s demand for interesting challenges will never let up,
especially in Silicon Valley. One such example is Dr. Chien-Ping Lu, or CP as he’s known among
friends. CP was the developer of Nvidia’s nForce IGP which was a small but powerful GPU in a
northbridge chip designed to work with AMD and Intel processors before they put the GPU inside
the CPU. CP helped Nvidia to fight Intel in the IGP war, which ended with a sweet $3B deal for
Nvidia. Afterward, CP moved to MediaTek to lead their new in-house GPU design group. He built
a team of designers and engineers in the US and Taiwan and started preparing MediaTek to wean
themselves from ARM and Imagination Technologies. Within 4 years, he successfully delivered a
product that met all performance, power and cost requirements with no production issue—a
miraculous feat for a brand new GPU IP. MediaTek, for reasons known only to them, decided to
cancel the project, a move that they have been openly regretting afterward. It laid off most of the
US-based GPU team, and reassigned the Taiwan team. The rumor mill went crazy (saying the
whole team had been fired, when it hadn’t), ARM and Imagination of course were delighted, and
the US engineers had no problem finding new employment.
About the same time when CP started his GPU program at Samsung, the semiconductor research
group in Suwon Korea, which had been exploring and experimenting with new low-power
processor architectures, developed a clever way to batch instructions for an SIMD architecture. It
was VLIW like but without all the complexities of VLIW and would result in a bundle of patents.
At the same time the CPU development team, which had an architectural license from ARM had a
breakthrough in compute density and FLOPS. The project that has come out of this work is called,
SGPU—Samsung’s GPU.
Samsung Austin and San Jose are now filling out the engineering teams in hardware, software,
test, verification, and implementation. The simulations have indicated an even better performance
than predicted, and the batch instruction processing holds the promise of significantly reducing the
latency in the motion-to-photon path, and bringing low-power (consumption) VR, with fast
recovery very high-resolution dynamic display capability. Samsung is justifiably very closed
mouth about this, but various research papers, and job openings reveal what’s going on to the
trained eye. And although Samsung would only say we don’t discuss unreleased products, they
also didn’t say they weren’t doing it.
It’s our guess we could see something official no later than this time next year. What remains to be
seen is how far Samsung will take it. If they have the breakthrough we think they do, will they
keep it in house for competitive advantage, license it to one of their partners, or maybe even go
bigger and make it multi-platform from mobile, to TV, game consoles, and PCs? And the world
can’t seem to get enough GPUs for all the AI ambitions being explored. Samsung already has a
big AI team, they must certainly be eyeing this development.
When you take powerhouse company like Samsung, with biggest and best fabs, the biggest and
fastest memory devices, a consumer product group that sells smartphones that causes Apple too
many sleepless nights, and add a breakthrough GPU design—the first new GPU design in over a
decade, the confluence of capabilities is nothing short of breath taking. But Samsung has had
breakthroughs before only to let them slip away, or for some internal reason abandon them. No
doubt AMD, Intel, Nvidia, and Qualcomm are hoping Samsung will do exactly that, but so far it
doesn’t look that way, and given the number of open job positions, it looks like Samsung is
gearing up for a big push.
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Nvidia introduces Turing: The world’s first realtime ray tracing GPU
AI and ray tracing show the scalability of the GPU
The advancements in ray tracing performance that Turing brings to the table are poised to
revolutionize the professional graphics industry.

Nvidia revealed the Turing GPU architecture during its keynote presentation at Siggraph 2018, and the
new GPU could shake up the entire graphics industry

Turing will usher in a new era of ultra-realistic 3D rendering that is indistinguishable from the real
world.
Introducing Nvidia Turing
Nvidia’s new Turing GPU architecture is a major step forward in more ways than one. The new
flagship GPU is the largest ever made at 754 mm², short of the company’s Volta chip, which
powers the Tesla V100 supercomputer GPU.

Bigger, bolder, better, Turing is a giant chip with 18.6 billion transistors
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The Turing GPU features 18.6 billion transistors which are divvied up between three of different
types of processing core, including a new streaming multiprocessor (SM) core architecture,
dedicated Tensor cores for AI inferencing, and a cluster of dedicated RT cores for ray tracing
calculations.
Nvidia’s new Turing SM core supports variable-rate shading, which is optimized for operations
such as foveated rendering—a major component of future VR headsets—and motion-adaptive
shading. Turing also features independent integer and floating-point pipelines, which means it can
process address and numeric calculations simultaneously. The full-fat Turing GPU offers up to 16
TFLOPS and 16 TIPS (trillion Integers per-second) of processing performance.

Nvidia’s CEO Jensen Huang introduces the new Turning chip and compares it to the previous
generation Pascal chip

Like Nvidia’s Volta architecture, the Turing GPU architecture features independent Tensor cores
that handle deep learning and AI inferencing tasks, such as the company’s new deep learning antialiasing (DLAA) technology, video and image denoising and resolution scaling, and video retiming. The full-featured Turing GPU can produce up to 500 trillion tensor operations per second
(TOPS), which is approximately 10× more powerful than the outgoing Pascal architecture.
Nvidia also introduced a new type of compute core for Turing called the RT core, which is
optimized for the complex task of ray tracing. Nvidia’s top-of-the-line Turing GPU supports up to
10 Giga Rays (10 billion rays) per second, which is comparable ray tracing processing power to
dozens of top-end CPUs in a render farm.
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Realtime ray tracing five years ahead of schedule
Ray tracing is the process of mapping the trajectory of light as it passes through a virtual
environment and reflects and refracts off material surfaces. Done properly, it results in highly
convincing 3D renderings with realistic lighting and shadows. However, the process is incredibly
computationally demanding, and it’s not traditionally possible to render light rays with such
precision in realtime.
For more than 10 years, Nvidia has been on a mission to improve ray tracing performance with the
intent to make a GPU that could produce photorealistic graphics in realtime. Year after year,
generation over generation, Nvidia has improved its rendering capabilities, with technologies such
as physically-based rendering and photogrammetry. Ray tracing will enable the last piece of the
puzzle: global illumination.

The features supported in the new Turing chip

Nvidia’s current and past GPU architectures don’t have the horsepower necessary to handle the
ray tracing workload in realtime. We thought we would be waiting another five or six years before
that kind of workload would be possible with a single GPU, but Nvidia’s investments in deep
learning helped to accelerate the trajectory to realizing that goal.
Hybrid-Rendering: AI-enhanced realtime ray tracing
Nvidia introduced a new AI-enhanced rendering technique alongside the Turing, which takes
advantage of the new GPUs Tensor cores and RT cores. Nvidia’s Hybrid-Rendering technology
combines the ray tracing capabilities of the RT cores and the image denoising and image scaling
capabilities of the Tensor cores to boost ray tracing performance by approximately 6× in Epic’s
RTRT and Microsoft’s DXRT ray tracing APIs.
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Nvidia’s Hybrid-Rendering technology combines the ray tracing capabilities of the RT cores and the
image denoising

Turing’s deep learning anti-aliasing (DLAA) “temporally stable convolutional autoencoder”
enables the GPU to render at low-resolution to conserve resources and use AI to upscale the
images to output on the screen. Nvidia trained its DLAA algorithm to determine the “ground
truth” (correct properties) of an image by feeding it 64 jittered samples of the same frame to create
a ground truth frame. With that frame, the AI system can automatically produce a higher quality
and higher resolution image.
Without this advancement, Nvidia would still be on pace to release a realtime ray tracing GPU in
approximately five to ten years, but the company’s Hybrid-Rendering technology enables realtime
ray tracing today.
Quadro RTX
Nvidia announced three Turing-based Quadro graphics cards for use in workstations and server
configurations.

The Nvidia Quadro line will be the first product to employ the new Turing chip

The top of the line Quadro RTX 8000 features 4608 CUDA cores, 576 Tensor cores, and a 48 GB
frame buffer, and it can produce 10 Giga Rays/s of ray tracing performance. The Quadro 8000 is
available for $10,000.
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Nvidia is also offering two lower tier Turing cards with slightly cut down specs. The $6,300
Quadro RTX 6000 also features the full-size Turing GPU that also produces up to 10 Giga Rays/s,
but it’s limited to 24 GB of GDDR6 memory to reduce the cost.
The Quadro RTX 5000 is the entry level ray tracing GPU, at $2300. It includes 3702 CUDA cores
and 384 Tensor cores, and it’s equipped with 16 GB of GDDR6 memory.
All three Quadro RTX cards include RT Cores, but Nvidia did not specify the number of cores
that each card offers.
The Quadro RTX family also supports 8K video production. The cards’ video outputs support 8K
displays and HDR color, and the Turing GPU is optimized to encode high-quality, low-bitrate 8K
resolution video.
VirtualLink
Nvidia’s Quadro RTX is the first graphics card family to support the recently announced
VirtualLink display interface for next-generation VR headsets. The new USB Type-C-based
interface delivers power, data, and video signals through a single cable. VirtualLink is built into
the chip, no external PHY or I/O circuitry needed.
NVLink interface
Nvidia’s Quadro RTX is the company’s first line of graphics cards to include the new NVLink
interface, which enables two cards to share their memory resources through a 100 GB/s lowlatency connection to double the effective frame buffer. Two Quadro RTX 8000 cards coupled
together provide up 96 GB to work with per scene.
Quadro RTX servers
Nvidia’s Quadro RTX cards are built on the standard discreet graphics card format, which is
suitable for desktop workstation use. However, Nvidia is also offering the Quadro RTX in
stackable server configurations, which support up to eight Quadro RTX cards in one machine.
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Nvidia claims the new chip can do in one rack what would take CPUs to do in eight racks

The NVLink interface can’t bridge all eight GPUs together, but with an eight-card Quadro RTX
8000 server you could run four simultaneous rendering operations, each with a 96 GB frame
buffer—all within a single 4U server case.
Nvidia’s Quadro RTX Servers offer three distinct advantages over traditional CPU-based
rendering farms, including a 75% reduction in cost, a 90% reduction in space requirements, and a
91% reduction in power consumption. With numbers like that, it’s easy to see why industries that
rely on 3D renderings, such as film production, architecture, and game development, would be
likely to shift to GPU-based ray tracing at the end of their next hardware refresh cycle.
Benefits several industries
Game designers, film creators, architecture firms, and product designer could all take advantage of
global illumination to improve the output quality of their renderings, and the ability to work in
realtime means they can pump out content much quicker.

Visual effects from automotive design to film and building design will benefit from the new chip

Animated movie productions would no longer require hours of rendering time for every minute of
footage, and architects could show their clients changes to their designs in realtime, with lifelike
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dynamic shadows and lighting effects. And once Nvidia drops gaming-grade GPUs with TR cores
into the market, game developers will be able to create photorealistic graphics without pre-baking
the lighting to make it work.
Nvidia has shown the GPU can evolve to meet the needs of future demands and opportunities.
Adding additional specialized processors or engines is not new to GPU development, video
codecs, audio, and special function accelerators are typical examples. The Turing chip adds AI and
ray tracing processing to the mix. However, in doing so the new chip is relegated to the high-end
processing and designs segments of the industry as the extra processors don’t add anything to
graphics processing, the mainstay for display and gaming. Nvidia will be announcing another new
GPU at Gamescon, and it will be more dedicated to traditional graphics functions.
AMD and Nvidia show what they’ve got at Gamescon
A graphics processing unit (GPU) with the power and ability to present gamers with gorgeously
rendered graphics and physics effects at high frame rates is a valued asset for a gamer.
Increasingly AI is also going to become part of the equation. As better games evolve, the demand
for more powerful graphics processors will continue to go up, and there are plenty of customers
who will pay a premium for their favorite product. Currently, Nvidia and AMD have captured the
entire market for AIBs. Nvidia, the bigger player overall, handily beats AMD on the gaming front,
with more than twice the market of AMD, announced at Siggraph their latest processor, which
they’re calling he world’s most powerful GPU: the GTX1080 Ti and GTX1080. AMD, not to be
left behind, has come up with AMD Radeon RX Vega 64 that is rated in between the two new
chips from Nvidia. These two companies have been on the revolution of progress for several years
now.
Desktop Graphics Market Share

AMD
Intel

Nvidia

This
quarter

Market
share last
year

last quarter

15.3%

14.8%

19.1%

60.4%
24.3%

60.7%

24.54%

52.6%
28.2%

According to JPR’s most recent quarterly report, Intel dominates the GPU market with its
integrated graphics processors. Meanwhile, AMD and Nvidia fight it out for the customers who
specifically want or need graphics power. That view might change with Intel’s expected entry
into the discrete graphics chip market in the near future. (Jon Peddie Research Market Watch
Graphics Report)
The Nvidia GTX 1080 TI is the most powerful graphics card for consumers. It is the first graphics
card to handle 4K gaming without any dip in frame-rate or details. It is much faster than its
predecessor, GTX 1080, by almost 25%-30%. At the moment, Nvidia has leap frogged AMD.
With 4K gaming at 60 frames per second rapidly becoming of the norm for gaming, this card also
has the ability to drive VR headsets like HTC Vive pro. It also has the additional benefit of
supporting high resolution ultra-wide monitors and refresh rate displays up to 240Hz. It further
showcases a frame buffer of 11 GB GDDRX5 running at 1582MHz clock.
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At Siggraph Jensun Huang introduced Nvidia’s new Turing core, which provides the brains for
Nvidia’s professional products Quadro RTX and the next line up of GTX products introduced at
Gamescon. (Source: JPR)
The Radeon RX Vega 64 is the most advanced consumer GPU from AMD. The Vega 64 is an
excellent 1440p performer , making it a good product for ultra-wide 21:9 and 32:9 monitors.
AMD’s Freesync standard is also an advantage on this front, since the feature does not add to the
cost of the monitor, while Nvidia’s G-sync cards can push the price by 20% or so. In fact, AMD’s
attractive price/performance ratio has become the biggest reason behind the use of AMD Radeon
line of gaming cards.
Nvidia is coming up with another GPU, RTX 2080 Ti. It too has a Turing based GPU architecture
with 1635 MHz clock and a memory of 11GB with a memory speed of 14 Gbps. It has 6 times the
performance compared to its predecessor with real-time ray tracing in games. It also has enhanced
graphics with the advancements of artificial intelligence integrated in it. At his keynote
presentation at Siggraph 2018, Nvidia CEO, Jensen Huang, said that the RTX set of GPUs would
be available commercially at $499 for the RTX 2070, $699 for the 2080, and $999 for the 2080 Ti.
It has been rumored that AMD is planning to come out with the Polaris and Navi families of
GPUs. The Polaris GPU, is being built on a 12 nm process and is expected to show as much as a
15% improvement over its previous GPUs. Polaris is expected to be launched in the last quarter
of 2018, while the Navi, which is the successor to Vega will come along in 2019.
Both Nvidia and AMD have strong products in their GPU pipelines. They’ll be continuing their
tug-of-war, winning some and losing some until Intel comes on the scene with its new GPU. At
this stage no one knows how the Intel chip will perform, but Intel has been building a strong team
by snapping up talent from AMD and Nvidia and Tesla. The new chip will not appear until 2020,
and until that time, the GPU leaders intend to keep pushing their designs. Intel has missed the
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mark before, so it’s going to have to work hard to convince customers who’ve gotten used to the
current state of affairs.
Choice is a good thing and the stable market dynamics we’ve seen so long, are going to change,
with Intel back in the game. That much is certain.
The many roles and names of the GPU
Its versatility has led it to multiple and various platforms
The original use and development for the GPU was to accelerate 3D games and rendering. The
acceleration of the game’s 3D models involved geometry processing, matrix math, and sorting.
Rendering involved polishing pixels and hiding some of them. Two distinctive, noncomplimentary tasks, but both served admiralty by a high-speed parallel processor configured as a
SIMD—same instruction, multiple data, architecture. The processors where used in shading
applications and became known as Shaders. Those GPUs were applied to graphics add-in boards
(AIBs) and served their users very well. SIMD is the architectural design, GPU is the branding
name, just like we have an x86 CPU (brand) which is a CISC architecture, and an Arm CPU
(brand) RISC architecture.
It didn’t take long for the mass-produced GPU, which enjoyed the same economy of scale the
ubiquitous x86 processor did, to be recognized as a highly cost-effective processor with massive
compute-density. As such it was applied as a compute accelerator, and other than an awkward
programming interface that only a coder could love, it exceeded the expectations of the users, and
the suppliers. GPUs ultimately found their way into the top 10 of the 500 supercomputers, year
after year.
GPUs were also applied to image-processing workloads in high-end, ultra-high-resolution
cameras, robotic cameras, and cameras in smartphones. That then led to the application of GPUs
in machine learning and AI, both for training and inference.
And it didn’t stop there. GPUs were placed in servers in the datacenter and first used for bursty
projects like film rendering as a service from the merchant cloud providers. And that led to the
idea of making a remote GPU a virtual GPU, bringing the power of a big (and usually expensive)
GPU to an occasional user, or a user that just didn’t have the budget or space for a powerful local
GPU.
GPUs then found their way into the x86 CPU, as well as ARM-based SoCs, in the form of shared
memory integrated GPUs.
As laptops became notebooks, thin and light, the space, power, and heat dissipation needed for a
powerful GPU became problematic. Experiments were tried with bringing out the high-speed
interconnection used by GPUs known as PCIe, but the complexities of cabling, connectors, and
line drivers proved to be too expensive and too cumbersome to be effective.
And then USB-C/Thunderbolt was introduced and changed the equation. Now PCIe signals could
be transported across a low-cost high-bandwidth cable and connector making the external
AIB/GPU a practical docking option for the thin and light notebooks.
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The GPU was used in so many configurations, and applications, it became necessary to use a
prefix to designate which type of GPU and application one was referring to and so we got the
following:
dGPU—the basic, discrete (stand-alone) processor that always had its own private high-speed
(GDDR) memory. dGPUs are applied to AIBs and system boards in notebooks.
iGPU—a scaled down version, with fewer shaders (processors) than a discrete GPU which uses
shared local RAM (DDR) with the CPU.
vGPU—an AIB with a powerful dGPU located remotely in the cloud or a campus server.
eGPU—an AIB with a dGPU located in a stand-alone cabinet (typically called a breadbox) and
used as an external booster and docking station for a notebook
Schematically, the various GPUs look like the following diagram.
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The many types and applications of GPUs

GPUs are in PCs, in the form of dGPUs and iGPUs and often both are present in a PC at the same
time.
GPUs are in smartphones and tablets as part of an Soc.
GPUs are in today’s modern game consoles, and are being integrated into automobiles for
entertainment systems, customizable dash boards, and the exciting world of autonomous driving.
GPUs power supercomputers, servers, cameras, scientific instruments, airplane and ship cockpits,
robots, TVs, digital cinema projectors, visualization, simulation, VR and AR systems, and various
toys and home security devices.
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And it started because there was a need and demand to have faster, more realistic games. But the
GPU market is far from a game, it is a mission-critical, market with high demands, high-stakes,
and extraordinary development and advancement exceeding Moore’s law by orders of magnitude.
Look around, how many GPUs do think are in your life? Probably more than you’d imagine.
AIB pricing epilog
Retailers and vendors reacting—will it matter?
In discussions on future AIB prices in the U.S. due to the tariff war between Trump and China, we
forecasted a decline in sales this holiday season and next year if the tariffs stay in place. In the
mercurial environment the U.S. finds itself, with special cutouts and mood swings by Trump, the
“if” is a big factor.
In a scramble to sidestep the arbitrary tariffs, some AIB, PC, and other suppliers are investigating
moving production facilities from China back to Taiwan. That is ironic because part of Trump’s
rationalization for the poorly thought out tax on U.S. citizens was to bring jobs back to the U.S. If
any jobs shift from China, it looks like they will go to Taiwan, Singapore, or maybe Viet Nam.
However, TH Tung, chairman of Pegatron, who is also president of Taipei Computer Association
(TCA), who has expanded its manufacturing capacity in Taiwan, noted that a lack of resources
such as power, land, workforce, and water is now the biggest challenge for the Taiwan
government if it wants to attract more manufacturers back to the country. He added China faces
similar issues, particularly labor shortages. Again, ironic.
Before the tariffs edict, in mid-August, The National Retail Federation (NRF) forecasted spending
at retailers—excluding automobiles, gasoline stations, and restaurants—it predicted spending
would rise to least 4.5%, compared with its prior forecast range of 3.8–4.4%.

Holiday spending forecast. (Source: NRF)
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On September 17th, after the tariffs went into effect, CEO Matthew Shay said, “As thousands of
businesses have testified and explained in comments to the administration, tariffs are a tax on
American families. It’s disappointing that, despite the voices of those impacted, the administration
continues to advance harmful tariff policies that threaten to weaken the U.S. economy.”
The NRF and more than 100 organizations recently launched a multi-industry coalition—
Americans for Free Trade—aimed at opposing tariffs and highlighting the benefits of international
trade to the U.S. economy.
So far, the U.S. stock market hasn’t reacted to the tariffs. The stock market, which allegedly does
forward pricing in its bidding for shares, doesn’t seem worried about rising prices or lowered
consumption. But then the wisdom of the stock market has never been touted as logical or
predictable.
I am sticking with my downward forecast for AIBs, PCs, and other consumer electronics. We will
revise our forecasts with the Q3 reports Market Watch, AIBs, PC Gaming HW, TV Gaming, and
Workstations, and others.
Graphics AIBs are so expensive
Are they?
With the run up in AIB process due to the crypto-currency mining gold rush, and then the
introduction of Nvidia’s Founder-edition RTC2080 Ti, at $1,200, several people have commented
about the cost of AIB, and where will it end.
Indeed, these prices are ridiculous. Especially when you compare them to the prices of AIBs a few
years ago. So we did.
The first syndicated report we ever did, back when we called ourselves Jon Peddie Associates, was
in 1987, and it was on, guess what? AIBs.
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In 1987 there were 86 PC AIBs for sale, from 50 suppliers

In 1987, 17 million desktop PCs were shipped, and each and everyone of them had an AIB in it.
Most of the AIBs were EGA boards made by IBM, but about 25% of the PCs had a third-party
AIB, so about 4.3 million high-end AIBs shipped in 1987. The ASP at the time for the non-IBM
(or IBM clone) AIBs was $1,941. In equivalent infatuation adjusted dollars to 2018, the average
AIB price would be $4,330 today. Ah yes, the good old days.
However, the EGA and then VGA clones brought down the overall AIB ASP. The EGA AIBs
sold for (average) $300. So, when weighted against the volume of boards shipped the overall AIB
ASP became $710, and when adjusted for inflation would be $1,584.
With the introduction of entry-level AIBs in the mid- to late-1990s, the AIB ASP dropped
considerably, and then drifted around, with a pop in 2014–2017 due to crypto-mining, and then to
today’s ASP.
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AIB ASPs have come down over time, with Crypto-mining being an aberration

Considering the density and power of a modern-day GPUs to a graphics-controller-based AIB (see
Hitachi HD63484 story this issue), the promise of Moore’s law has been more than met. The
prices of the new RTX may seems a little high compared to the two-year old GTX, but we think
they are right in line with the price-performance and computer-density curves of the industry and
economy.
Nvidia’s new RTX board’s test results
An average improvement of 31% over the previous generation
The highly anticipated Turing GPU-based Nvidia RTC 2080-series AIBs were announced in late
August at Gamecon 2018 and the top of the lines cards were promised for delivery in late
September. They came out the week of the 17th, and everyone who could get their hands on one
tested and compared them to the previous generation, the Pascal GPU-based 1080-series.
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Nvidia’s new RTX 2080 Ti AIB, with an additional USB-c connector on the backplate. (Source: JPR)

We ran 48 tests, on two platforms. Using a combination of synthetic and game benchmark tests,
we found the average RTX score was 27% higher than a GTX and the average fps was 31% higher
than the previous generation. That seems pretty reasonable to us, given the specifications between
generations.
However, the Turing GPU brings more than just a typical generational improvement, with the
higher price.
RTX 2080 Ti
RTX 2080 Ti FE 11 GB
RTX 2080
RTX 2080 FE 11GB

$ 1,199.99
$ 799.99

GTX 1080 Ti
GTX 1080 Ti Elite 11GB
GTX 1080
GTX 1080 FTW 8GB

$799.99
$579.99

Comparison of prices of Pascal AIBs to Turing AIBs. (Source: EVGA)

The Turing-based AIBs introduce advanced AI capabilities, and everyone’s favorite, ray tracing.
We’ve written extensively about these developments in our article Nvidia’s Turing demonstrates
extensibility.
With these new features and capabilities comes the challenge of how to measure them
(Underwriters Laboratories, UL, is already working on a raytracing benchmark). Once that’s
figured out, then there is the problem of what to use to compare them. AMD will be introducing a
raytracing AIB, and when they do that will be one comparative point. However, it’s going to take
another generation to get enough data points to draw any real conclusions. That’s the good and
bad news. It’s good news because we are entering into a new era in gaming and PC-based
computer graphics. It’s bad news because we’re being asked to pay for technology that is currently
dark silicon. It’s an old story about how the hardware vendors lead the software suppliers.
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The new features bring the transistor count up to 18.6 billion. As a result, the RTX AIBs uses
more power than the previous generation.
RTX 2080 RTX 2080 Ti GTX 1080 GTX 1080 Ti
Power (w)
250
265
180
250
Comparison of power consumption of RTX to GTX AIBs

We compared the previous generation to the new AIBs and ran eight tests, two synthetic
benchmark tests and four in-game benchmarks, on two platforms, a 16-core AMD 3.4 GHz
Threadripper 1950X, and a 10-core 3.30 GHz Intel Core i9-7900X.
The synthetic tests were UL’s TimeSpy Extreme, and Unigine’s Superposition 4K. The games
were Final Fantasy XV (4K highest), Shadow of Tomb Raider (4K highest SMAAT2x), Hitman 47
4K Ultra, and Deus EX ME 4K Ultra.
We took the average of all the fps scores, and the average of all the test scores to arrive at the
performance score for each AIB. Then, applying the price and rated power consumption calculated
the Pmark for each board.
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = ��
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Pmark results for eight tests on an Intel i9
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Pmark results for eight tests on an AMD Threadripper

The average fps on the Threadripper was 37.1, and on the i9 it was 42.4 fps. We ran the i9 tests
with HDR turned on using a BenQ EL2870U 28-inch 4K HDR gaming monitor.
TimeSpy
We used Underwriter Lab’s (formally Futuremark) TimeSpy because it is an industry standard test
and one that can be easily used for comparison.
Futuremark has always told a story with their benchmarks, and in TimeSpy there are portions of
the previous benchmarks showcased as shrunken museum exhibits. These exhibits come to life as
the so-called Time Spy wanders the hall, giving a throwback to past demos.
In the story one sees a crystalline ivy entangled with the entire museum. In parts of the exhibit,
there are deceased in orange hazmat suits demonstrating signs of a previous struggle. Meanwhile,
the Time Spy examines the museum with a handheld time portal. Through the portal, she can view
a bright and clean museum and view bustling air traffic outside. The benchmark does an excellent
job of providing both eye candy for the newcomers and tributes for the enthusiasts watching the
events unroll. It was released in mid-2016.
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UL TimeSpy screenshot at 4K

TimeSpy is a DirectX 12 benchmark test for gaming PCs running Windows 10. With its pure
DirectX 12 engine, built from the ground up to support new API features like asynchronous
compute, explicit multi-adapter, and multi-threading.

UL TimeSpy Extreme test results for RTX vs GTX AIBs on Threadripper

TimeSpy is an ideal benchmark for testing the DirectX 12 performance of modern graphics AIBs.
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Superposition
Unigine’s Superposition benchmark is an extreme performance and stability test for AIBs, power
supply, cooling system. The benchmark, like others, tells a story. A lone professor performs
dangerous experiments in an abandoned classroom, day in and day out. Obsessed with inventions
and discoveries beyond the wildest dreams, he strives to prove his ideas.
Once you come to this place in the early morning, you would not meet him there. The eerie thing
is a loud bang from the laboratory heard a few moments ago. What was that? You have the only
chance to cast some light upon this incident by going deeply into the matter of quantum theory:
thorough visual inspection of professor's records and instruments help to lift the veil on the
mystery. The current version is 1.0 (2017).

Unigine Superposition screenshot at 4k on Threadripper

It is often used in overclocking modes while representing with real-life workloads while including
interactive experiences in a beautiful, detailed environment.
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Unigine Superposition test results for RTX vs. GTX AIBs on Threadripper

The benchmark uses the Unigine 2 game engine and offers GPU temperature and clock
monitoring, as well as SSRTGI (Screen-Space Ray-Traced Global Illumination) dynamic lighting
technology. The developer says there are over 900 interactive objects in the test.
As mentioned, we also used four games for testing, Deus EX ME, Hitman 47, and two new games,
Final Fantasy XV (FF15), and Shadow of the Tomb Raider (SOTTR).
Final Fantasy XV (FF15)
Final Fantasy XV is the latest of an action role-playing video game developed and published by
Square Enix as part of the long-running Final Fantasy series. The game features an open world
environment and action-based battle system, incorporating quick-switching weapons, elemental
magic, and other features such as vehicle travel and camping.
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Noctis Lucis Caelum, the burdened teenage hero of Final Fantasy XV

Final Fantasy XV takes place on the fictional world of Eos; aside from the kingdom of Lucis, all
the world is dominated by the empire of Niflheim, who seek control of the magical Crystal
protected by Lucis's royal family. On the eve of peace negotiations, Niflheim attacks the capital of
Lucis and steals the Crystal. Noctis Lucis Caelum, the heir to the Lucian throne, goes on a quest to
rescue the Crystal and defeat Niflheim. He later learns his full role as the True King destined to
use the Crystal's powers to save Eos from plunging into eternal darkness. It was released for
Windows in 2018.
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Square Enix FF15 test results for RTX vs. GTX AIBs on Threadripper

Luminous Studio is a multi-platform game engine developed and used internally by Square Enix.
The concept for the new engine was born in 2011 while the studio was in the final stages of
working on Final Fantasy XIII-2. The game uses lighting technology from Luminous along with a
purpose-built proprietary gameplay engine, Luminous 1.4.
With Luminous Studio, realtime scenes in XV have five million polygons per frame, with
character models made up of about 100,000 polygons each. Character models for XV were
constructed with 600 bones, estimated as roughly 10–12 times more than seventh generation
hardware. About 150 bones are used for the face, 300 for the hair and clothes, and 150 for the
body. For the characters hair, the inner hair for each character uses about 20,000 polygons, five
times more than seventh-generation hardware. The data capacity for textures is also much more
significant than before. Each character uses 30 MB of texture data, and ten levels of detail
‘whereas seventh-generation games used 50 to 100 MB of texture data for a scene.
Shadow of the Tomb Raider
Shadow of the Tomb Raider is an action-adventure video game developed by Eidos-Montréal in
conjunction with Crystal Dynamics and published by Square Enix. It continues the narrative from
the 2013 game Tomb Raider and its sequel Rise of the Tomb Raider. SOTTR is the 12th mainline
entry in the Tomb Raider series and rumored to be the last, from Square Enix. The Windows
version was developed by Nixxes Software, who had worked on several earlier Tomb Raider
games for the platform.
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SOTTR is using ray-tracing capabilities in the RTX AIBs

Nvidia worked with Square Enix, Eidos-Montréal, Crystal Dynamics, and Nixxes to enhance
Shadow of the Tomb Raider. The development included the addition of Nvidia’s RTX ray-traced
Shadows in SOTTR. The shadows offer what Nvidia is describing as a-hyper-realistic
representations of the shadows we see in real-life, with support for substantial, complex
interactions, self-shadowing, translucent shadowing, and a litany of other techniques, at a level of
detail far beyond that has previously been seen. The game was released 14 September, 2018.

SOTTR test results for RTX vs. GTX AIBs on Threadripper
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Shadow of the Tomb Raider is built using the Foundation engine as a basis. The Foundation engine
is the same engine as Rise of the Tomb Raider, but it was dramatically enhanced by the EidosMontréal R&D department, and pushed to its limit during game development.
HDR effects and impact
HDR is slowly making its way into games, with maybe Hitman 47 being one of the first in 2016,
before there really any support for it.
Windows 10 Creator edition released in April 2017 introduced HDR capability, but it wasn’t fully
realized and the company received a lot of criticism over it. The April 2018 release fixed a lot of
the issues. For external displays, the system and display both need to support HDMI 2.0 or
DisplayPort 1.4, as well as HDR10. The AIB must support PlayReady 3.0 hardware DROM for
protected HDR content.
The AIB recognizes if HDR can be supported by reading the monitor's EDID/DID. This capability
is passed up to the OS(Win10RS2/2+), and a radio button from MS display's properties UI is
exposed to let the end-user turn on/off HDR. It happens at runtime initially. But if the monitor is
later switched after boot-up, that fits into the regular hot-plug scenario, where a hot-plug detect
causes swap of EDID/DID.
The Windows 10 April 2018 Update also added a new option in the form of a “Change brightness
for SDR content” slider that doesn’t affect HDR content.
HDR support is becoming increasingly common in monitors. HDR display does have some
performance cost because the final render output and display fetch of that output has to go to FP16
format (i.e. double the DRAM bandwidth cost of legacy 8-bit). However, the performance cost is
relatively low, especially on Turing where the display has a native FP16 data-path with dedicated
tone mapping hardware, so it makes sense that people will likely use HDR to get the benefit of the
added dynamic range and color fidelity.
We tested the games and benchmarks with HDR on and off and couldn’t see very much, if any
difference, so it’s what could be considered a free feature. However, there was a pretty big
difference between the GTX and RTX with HDR on.
As mentioned above, we ran 48 tests on the AIBs in two platforms and the results were quite
consistent, which is revealed looking at the various charts. We did not do any over clocking.
The RTX beat the previous generation GTX AIBs in performance. The GTX 1080 got the highest
Pmark score due to its lower power consumption and price.
The RTX AIBs are very expensive, costing more than a new i5 PC. The features they bring will be
really exciting once the games catch up. For example, the new RTX AIBs have a new AI-based
anti-aliasing technique called DLSS (deep learning super sampling). It uses a general model and
also models that are trained for a specific game. However, it’s not available…yet. DLSS is not
currently supported on FO4, FF15, ROTTR and other games. Nvidia is working on adding DLSS
to more games, and the latest list has 25 DLSS-enabled games on the way. So, should you wait
until the game catches up to get a new RTX AIB? Probably not. Why not? Because you will get a
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performance improvement. And the chicken-and-egg issue with game developers still exists—they
won’t develop unless there is an installed base to sell to. So, if you want to see great new games
with great new features, you have to seed the field to attract the game crows.
When people ask us what graphics board or PC should they buy, we always say, whatever is the
most money you can afford, add $100 and then buy whatever you can with that budget—PCs and
PC graphics are a real value for money deal. So, if you can afford an RTX, we recommend you get
one. The upside with the added new features and the longevity of the card will make it worth it.

Adjacent developments
In this section are non-specific GPU references that have an impact on GPUs and/or the suppliers
of GPUs.
Streaming gaming—a game changer
A market expander, not cannibalism
In our recent article Remote graphics changing the landscape, we mentioned Nvidia’s GeForce
Now system and told you that through GeForce Now you can access games you own on say
Steam, for example. The game is transferred from Steam to the Nvidia server. From Steam’s point
of view, you are running on just another PC and it requires your normal log in procedure which
you supply via Nvidia’s server to Steam. Once the game is installed, it is then streamed to you, to
whatever client device you happen to have. This is the consumer version of the original remote
graphics concept of play any app on any machine anywhere at any time.
Nvidia had name confusion with the Enterprise “Grid” virtualization solution and the “Grid”
gaming service. Both were based on similar technology. The Enterprise team kept the name Grid
and the gaming service was renamed to GeForce Now (GFN). GeForce Now was originally on
Shield devices, then also brought to Mac and PC in the last year.
We have been one of the beta sites testing GFN and can report that it works, with a couple of
minor and temporary issues on specific games.
We tried it on an Nvidia Shield Android tablet, a four-year old MacBook, the new Dell XPS,
convertible, and a two-year old mobile workstation (Dell M3800). We also ran it on two different
desktop Intel computers, and a Threadripper. Of the lot, other than the tablet, the MacBook was
probably least most powerful system we used.
The results were pretty much the same on any machine we used. The only thing that varied was
the screen resolution. Nvidia has some ideas about what it should be set at to give the best results.
However, you can change it if you want to.
We tried four games; Fallout 4 (FO4), Return of the Tomb Raider (RTTR), Shadow the Tomb
Raider (STTR), and Wolfenstein II: The New Colossus (WS2). The games were already owned by
us on Steam.
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We had been playing FO4 and STTR on an Area 51 with a 10-core Intel i9 and GTX 1080Ti on a
curved HP 34-inch 3480 × 1600 screen, which in our opinion is about as good a setup as anyone
could ask for. So, we had a sense of what the gold standard was.
How it works
To run a game (in this case from Steam) you go to the Nvidia GFN web site. That connects you to
one of Nvidia’s servers located in the U.S. and Western Europe. Nvidia has about dozen in all the
major metropolitan areas. In our case the nearest one was in San Jose, about 60 miles and a few
milliseconds away. From Nvidia, it goes to Steam’s servers, and you are connected. You log into
Steam as you normally would (it would be the same for Origin, or any other game server). Since
you look like you have a new computer to Steam, you have to download and install the game,
except it’s being installed on Nvidia’s system and will use the GTX1080s in Nvidia’s servers.
A small stub of software is also installed on your machine, so you can quickly access your library
on Nvidia’s portal.
When the game is installed, Nvidia, using its GeForce Experience program on its servers, sets the
options for the game. This is something the company is still experimenting with using analytics
and heuristics from the beta sites and its own internal testers. The nominal resolution is 1920 ×
1080, with TAA; however, in our testing we found in some cases it got set to 1400 × 900. Also,
we found that your system should be rebooted so there is a clean internet driver running. We
didn’t do that during one of the trials and Nvidia’s local software reported low-level bandwidth
and adjusted our resolution to 1366 × 768. Rebooting cleared that up. (Our service is 268 mpps
down and 12 up, with an average latency of 61 ms.)
Game play
Although we are used to a local, powerful, and high-resolution experience, at 1080p, with a 16-ms
latency, we could not sense any difference in game play. Also, the games scale so well even
though we were seeing 66% fewer pixels, everything looked fine. The action–reaction time was
fine, and we have dozens, in some cases hundreds of hours on the games so we knew what to
expect and how it should work. It just worked.
Issues
Some games like The Elder Scrolls: Skyrim, and Fallout, support mod’ing. Adding mods to get
new tools, clothes, weapons, lighting effects, sounds, new quests, and characters enhances the
game and extends its playability. In the case of FO4 and Steam it can be problematic. The mods
are stored locally, and indexed on Steam. If you log into Steam with a different computer and try
to run FO4, FO4 reports any missing mods. If you had been playing a quest that was part of mod,
you’re off in a strange place, not where you left the game. You may also be naked and without any
weapons or friends. It’s a traumatic experience.
So, one would think once you got your FO4 mod’ing library all set up on your Nvidia server
account you’d be good to go on any machine you logged in with. No, you’re not. It’s a problem.
Nvidia is painfully aware of it and is diligently woring on solutions. And we have no doubt they
will find a solution. Nvidia has been in the gaming business for 25 years, if they can’t fix it, it
can’t be fixed. And, remember, this is a beta test.
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The number of variables in a gaming rig are multifold; controller or KBM, or joystick or wheel,
size and resolution of monitor, and the many variables adjustable in each game creates the
opportunity for a lot of corner case gottchas. They’re going to be there, and when GFN goes
public, a lot of them will be exposed, and probably not too kindly—that’s the nature of the 25 and
under gamer’s behavior, insulted, indignant, entitlement expressed with foul mouthed and often
threatening comments. It won’t be the first time Nvidia has heard such crap. Never mind giving
the company any credit for what they’re bringing to the industry.
Who else is in the game?
Nvidia isn’t the only company to offer a GFN-like service. In March 2017, LiquidSky , with
support from Bethesda, launched their streaming gaming service, and has been offering it ever
since. AMD joined the group and made their Vega AIBs available and compatible with it. Other
gaming services like EA, Activsion, Bethesda and Badu have been rumored to be looking into it.
For the gaming companies, the pay-to-play model hasn’t worked to well so far. LiquidSky has a
simple plan, and Nvidia is working on theirs.
In our recent write up on remote graphics, we said, the most obvious question that comes to mind
is what will this (GeForce Now) do to Nvidia’s gaming AIB sales? If one can run a game on a
server, and only pay a (small?) subscription or a usage price, won’t that kill, or at least severally
dent AIB sales for the company?
Maybe.
However, as Nvidia acknowledges, it’s far better for them to offer such a service than have a
(new) competitor do it.
Also, we believe there will be die-hards like us who will always demand the biggest, baddest,
gaming PC and only use GeForce Now when away from home and our beloved monster.
We also think this could actually expand the market by inviting newbies to try it before you buy it.
And, lastly, if demand goes up enough, Nvidia will sell more AIBs to its cloud customers (as well
as to itself) which will offset some AIB sales loss.
Finally, there is a group of users who for economic or other reasons would never buy a gaming
AIB. This now gives them a chance to have the experience at a price they can afford.
In addition, we think this is a gateway to a totally new market segment which we are calling
Streaming-Gaming. We envision low-cost devices like Android-based and Apple TV to be clients,
using a TV screen and a game controller and provide realtime, AAA gameplay. We further believe
the TV manufacturers will incorporate it just as they have incorporated internet access and 5.1
sound. We have made a forecast of this new market which is in our TV Gaming report.
Bottom line is, we think this is a winner.
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Fourth quarter 2018
The fourth quarter is when companies try to stir up interest and enthusiasm for their products to
get the consumers to buy them for holiday gifts.
AMD RX590 extends Polaris to high-end of midrange and celebrates with
three games
Polaris tick-tock plus a game libray

To celebrate how great the Polaris GPU has been for AMD they are offering a new shrink version
with a fantastic deal — a collection of new games.
Since it was first announced in 2015, the 14nm “tick” of the Polaris GPU was built in
GlobalFoundries’ fab. AMD launched the 14nm RX580 in April 2017 for $229 (8 GB GDDR5).
AMD has been able to stretch the life of the Polaris by doing a shrink to 12 nm. With that the
company introduced the RX 590 at $279 (8GB GDDR5). However, the price, which is $50 higher
than the introductory price for the RX 580 includes three new games (Resident Evil 2 ($59.99),
Devil May Cry 5 ($59.99) and Tom Clancy’s The Division 2 ($59.99), worth $180 total making
the cost of the AIB only $100. And since they are all new games not out yet there’s no risk of
getting a game one already has.
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Three first-class games come with the RX 590

The RX 590 is a “tock,” a shrink and a mid-life kicker. It has the same core count as the 580, but it
has a higher base clock (1.47GHz) and much higher over-clockingto1.55GHz and maybe even
more. The price for that higher clock is power consumption, the 580 uses 185w, whereas the 590
uses 225w.
Performance-wise the RX 590 is a solid, high-performance midrange AIB that is priced beyond
the traditional midrange price boundary of $100 to $250. So price-wise it should be categorized as
a high-end AIB, but it doesn’t have the performance to justify that categorization. AMD positions
it as a 1080p class AIB. It could be argued that the bundled three games is a special case and that it
is still (through some magic formula) really priced in the classic midrange band. That becomes a
How many angels on the head of a pin discussion and not very interesting or important.
Nvidia has a midrange AIB in a similar price range, the 16 nm GTX 1060 which has 6GB of
GDDR5 and sell for $259.
We ran a series of test, some in-game benchmarks and some synthetic benchmarks to get an idea
of the average performance differences of the two AIBs. We measured test scores, and fps.
For test scores we took the average of the results from 3DMark TimeSpy, 3DMark FireStrike
Extreme, Unigine Superposition 1080P Extreme, and Final Fantasy XV. We also took the average
fps from 3DMark TimeSpy, 3DMark FireStrike Extreme, Unigine Superposition 1080P Extreme,
Hitman (2560x1440 High), Tomb Raider - (2560x1440 Highest PreSet), Shadow of the Tomb
Raider - (2560x1440 High PreSet), and Dues EX MD (2560x1440 High PreSet).
We then calculated the Pmark for each AIB. We calculated the Pmark for both average test score
and for average fps, and got the results shown in the following two charts.
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D RX 590 out preformed Nvidia GTX 1060 by 6.3% in the Pmark using average test scores.

AMD RX 590 out preformed Nvidia GTX 1060 by 8.5% in the Pmark using average fps scores.

The data for the above results is shown in the following table.
XFX RX 590 EVGA GeForce GTX 1060 Difference (Rx/GFX)
Price
$279.99
$259.99
7.7%
TDP
225
120
87.5%
Performance
4678.3
4084.5
14.5%
Pmark (score)
167.1
157.2
6.3%
Price
279.99
259.99
7.7%
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TDP
225
120
FPS
42.0
34.9
Pmark (fps)
154.4
142.4
Comparison of XFX RX 590 to EVGA GTX 1060

87.5%
20.5%
8.5%

It’s difficult to make an exact comparison between the two AIBs. The 16 nm Pascal-based GTX
1060 was released in August 2016. The Pascal GPU was introduced in April 2016. So, it’s a newer
design than the AMD Polaris which was introduced in late 2015. The RX 590 has a process
advantage over the GTX 1060 (12 nm vs. 16 nm). Their prices are close, but the AMD AIB
includes $180 worth of games — should we have discounted that in the Pmark calculation? So the
comparison is a relative comparison, not an absolute.
The RX 590 comes with AMD’s FreeSync technology, and the company says there are now over
500 monitors available that support that feature. FreeSync monitors can be found for as low as
$280 (Acer 24.5-inch 1080p). For $499 you can get a Samsung 32-inch 1440p, with Freesync 2
HDR technology.
AMD positions the RX 590 as a 1080p AIB citing Stream’s hardware survey which indicates 64%
of Steam gamers who share their system data are using a 1080p monitor. At 1080p AMD and
claims 60+ fps in FarCry 5, 90+ fps in Doom, and over 120 fps in Overwatch and Wolfenstein 2.
We ran all our tests at 2560 ×1440 and found the performance to be quite acceptable, as shown in
the following chart.

Comparative frame rates at 2560 × 1440

Compared to the RX580, the RX 590 GPU clock is 16.9% faster, and including the game bundle
16.7% more expensive, so as an upgrade from a 580 (although we’re not sure why anyone would
do that) it’s a very good deal.
AMD looked at the market and concluded there was a performance gap in the middle and
positioned the RX 590 to fit in it.
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And although crypto-mining using an AIB is on its way out, if someone wanted to mine when not
gaming the RX 590 would do a very good job at it, although it would draw significant power in
the process.
AMD has made the RX 590 about as competitive as an AIB could be. It meets and beats the
competition, has a rich feature set including FreeSync, preforms above its specifications (1440p
res), and comes with great bundle of games. We think this will be a terrific holiday gift to give
one’s self, or to get.
MSI, ASUS, Sapphire, XFX, and PowerCooler will be offering the RX 590 so it should be easy to
get. You can find them on Amazon and NewEgg already.
People who buy the RX 590 will receive codes to be used to download the games when they are
available.
Nvidia reveals the Turing-based Titan RTX AIB
130 Teraflops and 11 GigaRays Performance
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Designed for a variety of GPU computation applications Nvidia has launched its Titan RTX
targeting AI training, real-time ray-traced graphics, and virtual reality markets with it. The
company calls out the following features of the new AIB.
•
•
•
•
•

576 multi-precision Turing Tensor Cores, providing up to 130 teraflops
72 Turing RT Cores, delivering up to 11 GigaRays per second of real-time ray-tracing
performance
24 GB of high-speed GDDR6 memory with 672 GB/s of bandwidth — 2x the memory
of previous-generation Titan GPUs — to fit larger models and datasets.
100GB/s Nvidia NVLink can pair two Titan RTX GPUs to scale memory and compute
VirtualLink port for connectivity to compatible VR headsets

Titan RTX provides multi-precision Turing Tensor Cores for computation from FP32, FP16, INT8
and INT4, enabling more choices in training and inference of neural networks. It offers twice the
memory capacity of previous generation Titan GPUs, along with NVLink to allow researchers to
experiment with larger neural networks and data sets.
The Titan RTX is now also known as the T-Rex because Nvidia claims it's the most powerful
desktop graphics card on the planet. The graphics card features 4,608 CUDA cores and comes
clocked with a 1,350MHz base clock and a 1,770MHz boost clock.
The Titan RTX has a 280W TDP (thermal design power) rating and draws power from two 8-pin
PCIe power connectors. Display outputs include three DisplayPort outputs, one HDMI port, and
one USB Type-C port for Nvidia VirtualLink.
Architecture (GPU)
CUDA Cores
Peak FP32 Compute
Tensor Cores
RT Cores
Texture Units
Base Clock Rate
GPU Boost Rate

Titan RTX
Turing (TU102)
4608
16.3 TFLOPS
576
72
288
1350 MHz
1770 MHz

Titan V
Volta (GV100)
5120
13.8 TFLOPS
640
N/A
320
1200 MHz
1455 MHz

Quadro RTX 5000
Turing (TU104)
3072
11.2 TFLOPS
384
48
192
1620 MHz
1815 MHz

RTX 2080 Ti FE
Turing (TU102)
4352
14.2 TFLOPS
544
68
272
1350 MHz
1635 MHz
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Memory Capacity
Memory Clock
Memory Bus
Memory Bandwidth
ROPs
L2 Cache
TDP
Transistor Count
Die Size
Price

24GB GDDR6
14Gbps
384-bit
672 GB/s
96
6MB
280W
18.6 billion
754 mm²
$2499

12GB HBM2
1.7Gbps
3072-bit
653 GB/s
96
4.5MB
250W
21.1 billion
815 mm²
$2999

16GB GDDR6
14Gbps
256-bit
448 GB/s
64
?
265W
13.6 billion
545 mm²
$2300

11GB GDDR6
14Gbps
352-bit
616 GB/s
88
5.5MB
260W
18.6 billion
754 mm²
$1199

Titan RTX will be available later this month in the U.S. and Europe for $2,499.

Just when you thought a graphics AIB couldn’t get any more expensive, Nvidia shows that by
removing the video connector and jamming 24 GB of GDDR6 on the board, it can. The AIB is a
candidate for server farms for sure and may even find its way into some high-end, dedicated
workstations. The Turing GPU is a powerful, and gigantic chip that really has been designed for
compute, be it GP compute acceleration, AI, or ray tracing. The 18+ billion transistors will deliver
the max performance for the dollar—and watt.
Intel’s Koduri lays out the company’s six pillars for the future
Not just GPU, FPGAs to Xeon.
At Intel’s recent Architecture Day, Raja Koduri, Intel’s senior vice president of Core and Visual
Computing, outlined a strategic shift for the company’s design and engineering model. This shift,
said Koduri, will combine a series of foundational building blocks that leverage a portfolio of
technologies and intellectual property (IP) within the company.
“We are generating data faster than we can analyze, transmit, understand, secure,” said Koduri.
Moore’s Law, he says, is a mathematical projection of transistor density, more a doubling of
performance per cost than transistors per cost. At every decreasing densities, CMOS scaling is
inevitably slowing: therefore advantages have to be gained on other fronts. to continue spirit of
Moore’s Law moving forward.
The company believes their approach will allow Intel to accelerate the pace of innovation and
leadership, and Koduri says it will be anchored across six strategic pillars:
1. Process—Access to advanced process technology remains essential to building leadership
products. Advanced packaging solutions will enable Intel to continue exponential scaling
in computing density by extending transistor density to the third dimension. The company
will leverage multi-chiplet packaging. New technology such as “Foveros”: 3D chip
stacking for heterogenous integration. Higher density (e.g., smaller bump pitch) to enable
high-density heterogenous packaging, and special new process to support thru-vias:
P1222—a low-cost, low-leakage process for base die. The strategy of
2. Architecture—The future is a diverse mix of scalar, vector, matrix and spatial architectures
deployed in CPU, GPU, accelerator and FPGA sockets, enabled by a scalable software
stack, integrated into systems by advanced packaging technology.
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Scalar: Two fundamental architectures: Core (performance first) and Atom (power/cost
efficiency first). Products can and will leverage both. Core next generations (2019–2020):
Sunny Cove, Willow Cove, Golden Cove (2021).
Vector focus: Announcing first TFLOP Intel GPU: Gen11. (Billion user installed base for
Intel iGPU.) New architecture Xe. Two flavors: one for datacenter and one for client (with
blends in between).
Matrix (AI focus): Skylake (50× improvement on AI) to Cascade Lake (550× with optimized
SW and HW scaling). Xeon not a GPU or AI-optimized ASIC, but “it is good at AI”
combination of CPU AI (Xeon/DLBoost) and discrete (GPU, FPGA, ASIC).
Spatial: Announcing 112G SERDES on 10 nm. Across the board: for every order of
magnitude of performance increase, there’s a 2× increase unlocked by software.
Offer a diverse mix of scalar (e.g., CPU), vector (e.g., GPU), matrix (AI), and spatial (FPGA)
architectures.

3. Memory – High-capacity, high-speed storage is crucial for next-generation computing
workloads. Intel is uniquely positioned to combine in-package memory and Intel Optane
technology to fill gaps in the memory hierarchy to provide bandwidth closer to the silicon
die.
4. Interconnect – Communication scales from wireless connections for 5G infrastructure to
silicon-level package and die interconnects. Only by offering a complete range of leading
interconnect products enables the heterogeneous computing landscape at scale.
5. Security – With the emergence of new threats, Intel has all the components to build a
“better together” security strategy. Intel is uniquely positioned to deliver security
technologies that help improve the end-to-end and to make security advancements a key
differentiator.
6. Software – For every order of magnitude performance potential of a new hardware
architecture, there are two orders of magnitude performance enabled by software. A
common set of tools that can address Intel silicon for developers is critical to exponential
scaling.
Koduri was asked why he thought in this new era of computing Intel should anchor its product and
technology strategy around the above six pillars?
“We have a bold engineering vision over the next five years, he said, “to deliver 10 petaflops of
compute and 10 petabytes of data within 10 milliseconds to every person in the world. We believe
these six technology pillars are the key enablers for us to drive the needed product innovation to
achieve this.”
Koduri said he was amazed at the sheer volume and breadth of IP available with in Intel and felt
the scale of those resources gives the company a differentiated set of technologies in each of the
pillars to drive wave after wave of innovation for client, edge, and cloud computing environments.
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“The world has changed and so has our business,” he added “we’ve moved to target an
addressable market north of $300B for 2022, ”an arguable number (see What do we think?).
Koduri went on to explain that Intel is applying the model today across its engineering
organization and bring new product and technology initiatives whether it’s the advanced
packaging innovation or things like “Foveros” logic stacking or the “One API” approach to
software developers, also known as OpenVINO: OneAPI “No transistor left behind,” said Koduri.
A single software stack with abstractions for CPU, GPU, matrix and spatial and targeted domain
specific libraries Intel is developing.
Intel believes the workloads associated with this computing landscape are changing. Enterprise
customers and even consumers no longer have simple applications that can be addressed with
straightforward scalar architectures alone. Today’s compute problems are better served by diverse
architectures including graphics processors, artificial intelligence accelerators, image processors,
and even adaptable designs like FPGAs. It’s also critical to consider new approaches that assure
rapid and direct access to memory.
“We will combine computing and architecture innovations through high-speed interconnects with
new models for software development that simplify APIs for developers and allow more
performance and efficiency to be unlocked from Intel computing architectures,” said Koduri.
In the previous generations, the answer has been transistor density allowing Moore’s Law to play
drive performance for computing problems. But as the process node transitions have slowed from
the pace of the previous decades, it is the essence of Moore’s Law that continues to provide new
technologies and capabilities to meet the demands of modern computing, sas to Koduri.
Intel’s PC Client Breakout
At the meeting Intel disclosed its new Sunny Cove CPU Architecture that the company said is
designed to increase performance per clock and power efficiency for general purpose computing
tasks and includes new features to accelerate special purpose computing tasks like AI and
cryptography. Sunny Cove will be the basis for Intel’s next-generation server (Intel Xeon) and
client (Intel Core) processors later next year. Sunny Cove features include:
Enhanced microarchitecture to execute more operations in parallel.
New algorithms to reduce latency.
Increased size of key buffers and caches to optimize data-centric workloads.
Architectural extensions for specific use cases and algorithms. For example, new
performance-boosting instructions for cryptography, such as vector AES (Advanced
Encryption Standard) and SHA-NI (Secure Hash Algorithm, New Instructions), and
other critical use cases like compression and decompression.
Sunny Cove enables reduced latency and high throughput, as well as offers much greater
parallelism that is expected to improve experiences from gaming to media to data-centric
applications.
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Commercial
Gaming

2019

Whiskey lake
Coffee Lake refresh

2020

Comet lake
Comet Lake

2021

Tiger lake/rocket lake
Rocket Lake

Ice Lake
Amber Lake refresh
Comet Lake
Tiger Lake
Tiger Lake Refresh
Lakefield
Lakefield-R
Stanfield
Gemini Lake Refresh
Jasper Lake
Seven Lake
Wifi-6 XMM 8160 5G modem
Next gen Thunderbolt
Teton Glacier
Wolf Glacier
Persistent Memory
st
Platform tech
Gen11 graphics
1 gen Discrete Gfx
Next gen Gfx
2018 PC TAM growing first time since 2011. Across board, especially premium ($900+) Roadmap
Premium
Chrome
Converged Mobility
Entry

Next-Generation Graphics: Intel unveiled the new Gen11 integrated graphics with 64 enhanced
execution units, more than double previous Intel Gen9 graphics (24 EUs), designed to break the 1
TFLOPS barrier. The new integrated graphics will be delivered in 10-nm-based processors
beginning in 2019.
The new integrated graphics architecture is expected to double the computing performance-perclock compared to Intel Gen9 graphics. With >1 TFLOPS performance capability, this
architecture is designed to increase game playability. At the event, Intel showed Gen11 graphics
nearly doubling the performance of a popular photo recognition application when compared to
Intel’s Gen9 graphics. Gen11 graphics is expected to also feature an advanced media encoder and
decoder, supporting 4K video streams and 8K content creation in constrained power envelopes.
Gen11 will also feature Intel Adaptive Sync technology enabling smooth frame rates for gaming.
Intel also reaffirmed its plan to introduce a discrete graphics processor by 2020.
Given that Intel has declared it will bring out a discrete GPU in 2020 or sooner, we’re surprised to
see the company expanding the integrated GPU line, especially since it doesn’t get paid a dime for
all the precious silicon that big iGPU eats up. However, Intel claims to have an installed base of
over a billion people. Now, admittedly quite a few of those people aren’t really aware of what the
GPU does for them or if Intel’s is good or adequate, but an installed base gives a company
something to build on.
The CPU roadmap, and the 3D chip construction is not too surprising given what Intel has done in
the past, the industry’s push and to smaller feature sizes and higher frequencies. Not so surprising,
AMD is tacking in a similar direction and has a head start. (See AMD’s Next Horizon Dawns). To
be fair, Intel used a similar approach in the development of the Kaby Lake, which used AMD’s
GPU.
Diversity is the order of the day and the PC semiconductor giants are seeing competition coming
from new directions.
Already, Intel is seeing new competition from the Qualcomm/Samsung partnership, and Samsung
in general. New processors are being developed to handle AI, as our VPU report series documents.
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Hynix will also challenge Intel in the memory space, and AMD and Nvidia aren’t going to go into
the beer distribution business just because Intel has decided to build a dGPU. So, the company, as
powerful, rich, and smart as it is, is going to have to fight for every socket it gets. Intel has proven
itself a pretty good scrapper.
MediaTek now shipping P90 with PowerVR
Welcome back—you can enjoy AI now
MediaTek used to be a loyal customer of Imagination Technologies, especially when it tried to
enter the high-end smartphone market, but ARM’s arm twisting and free GPU was competition no
company could stand up to, all things being equal. And in the mid- and low-end not so smart
phone market, Imagination didn’t stand a chance against ARM—MediaTek had a business to run.
Thanks for the fish—see ya.
And then Apple and Samsung announced that AI was a thing, and everyone else said it was a
thing, and MediaTek’s besty didn’t have that thing, so see ya, thanks for the…
Last week, MediaTek announced the launch of the Helio P90 SoC, with the APU 2.0, its new
generation AI architecture for an AI processing boost. With 1127 GMACs (2.25 TOPs)
performance, the Helio P90 is MediaTek’s flagship level AI powered device.
The APU 2.0 is the company’s fusion AI architecture which MediaTek says can deliver AI
experiences that are 4× more powerful than the Helio P70 and Helio P60 chipsets. If that’s true, it
should be able to help users perform intensive AI tasks effortlessly with faster and more accurate
results while at the same time delivering longer battery life.
The octa-core Helio P90 is designed with two Arm A75 processors operating at up to 2.2 GHz and
six A55 processors operating at up to 2.0 GHz. It packs an Imagination Technologies PowerVR
GM 9446 GPU. MediaTek’s newest CorePilot technology which enables heterogeneous
computing between the CPU and GPU across its cores.
With its Imagination-powered AI engine, MediaTek says the Helio P90 supports faster, complex,
and more dynamic AI experiences such as human pose detection which can track and analyze
body movements. It also supports Google Lens, deep-learning facial detection, realtime
beautification, object and scene identification, AR and mixed reality acceleration whatever that is,
plus other realtime enhancements for photos and videos. Developers and device makers, says the
company, can create innovative AI applications with the Helio P90 using common frameworks
such as TensorFlow, TF Lite, Caffe and Caffe2, based on MediaTek’s NeuroPilot SDK which is
compliant to Google Android Neural Networks API (Android NNAPI).
MediaTek says the Helio P90 enables users to capture great pictures thanks to its suppot for a
supersized 48 megapixel camera or 24 + 16 megapixel dual cameras, bringing consumers the
highest resolution advanced smartphone photography. One can capture at 48 megapixels with up
to 30 fps with zero shutter delay or use super slow-motion at 480 fps in HD capture. The Helio
P90 has been upgraded with triple ISPs capable of 14-bit RAW and 10-bit YUV processing so
photography enthusiasts have even more flexibility to capture and process stunning photos.
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The new ISP AI engine, says the company, is designed to provide AI camera experiences that can
accurately detect faces and scenes in realtime under low light and motion conditions, making a
great shot easier than ever for any user.
The Helio P90 supports dual SIM, dual VoLTE 4G LTE WorldMode with a fast Cat-12 (DL)/Cat13 (UL) 4G LTE modem. 4 × 4 MIMO and 256 QAM for better data throughput in highly
populated areas. It also supports 2 × 2 802.11ac and Bluetooth 5.0
The Helio P90 is expected to be available globally in consumer devices starting in Q1 2019.
Qualcomm’s new Snapdragon 855 Mobile Platform
Sampling to customers now, expected in Smartphones 1H19
The Qualcomm Snapdragon 855 Mobile Platform is the first commercial mobile platform
supporting multi-gigabit 5G, capable of AI and XR. Using 7-nm process technology, the
Snapdragon 855, says the company, will offer users long-lasting battery life and superior
experiences in areas such as imaging, audio, gaming, and XR.
Keith Kressin, Qualcomm’s senior Vice President of Product marketing pointed out that major
inflection points in mobile communications, led by Qualcomm, have occurred on a 10-year
cadence. He likens it to Moore’s law and suggested it be called Amon’s Law, after Qualcomm’s
president, Cristiano Amon.
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Amon’s Law—measured in decades

Kressin showed the development of mobile communications starting in the 1980s with G1, an
analog system, and moving to G2 with the introduction of digital systems in 1990. Qualcomm was
formed in 1988 and led the transition from analog to digital in mobile communications and has
been leading the decade transitions since.
The 5G networks will be powered by small cells—compact base stations that are installed every
few hundred feet. An area blanketed with these antenna units will provide mobile 5G customers
with reliable data services and seamless data handoff.
Small cells are critical for 5G deployment due to the fact that they utilize millimeter-wave
spectrum, which lacks the signal range of the lower frequencies used by LTE services. Hence, to
fulfill the needs of next-gen services like smart cities, remote medicine and the Internet of Things
(IoT), it is important to ensure that they are installed in sufficient density.
The radically different type of wireless network is expected to play a critical role in offloading
traffic from existing network towers. It should also allow Communication Service Providers
(CSPs) to achieve more targeted and efficient use of spectrum. For example, the short broadcast
area of 5G means that the same frequencies used by one small cell to connect with customer
devices could be reused in a different area to serve other customers.
The Snapdragon 855 is the enabling platform on the client side for the 5G transition.
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High-speed 5G. According to Qualcomm, the Snapdragon 855 enables what are promised to be
transformative 5G experiences when combined with the X50 5G modem and provides multigigabit 4G connectivity with the built in Snapdragon X24 LTE modem. The X50 supports 5G for
both Sub-6 GHz and mmWave frequency bands, which can provide blazingly-fast responsiveness
and unprecedented speeds. Qualcomm says it will deliver multi-gigabit speeds that were
previously unachievable in mobile communication. In mmWave frequency bands, users can
expect up to 20× faster average performance compared to some of the current commercial
solutions, says the company. Since Apple is the only other 7-nm-based phone we can guess who
they mean.
Faster WiFi too. To master the data demands of today and pave the way for next-generation
immersive experiences, including multiplayer VR gaming, shopping with AR, and realtime video
collaboration, the 855 also offers Wi-Fi 6-ready capability with features like 8 × 8 sounding to
serve more devices (up to 2× improvement over 4 × 4 sounding devices), target Wakeup Time for
power efficiency (up to 67% better, says the company), and security with WPA3.
The 855 also supports mmWave Wi-Fi, utilizing Qualcomm’s 60 GHz Wi-Fi mobile platform.
This is the first 802.11ay-based platform and brings Wi-Fi speeds up to 10 Gbps and lowers
latency. The 855 also supports TrueWireless Stereo Plus technology to meet growing demands in
the headset and wearables markets for wireless headphones. Qualcomm has optimization
techniques for low latency between left and right earbuds as well as lowering the power
consumption allowing longer listening time per battery charge.
Processors overview. The 855 includes the new Kryo 485 CPU built on Arm Cortex Technology,
with a 45% performance improvement over the previous generation platform. The new Adreno
640 GPU provides up to 20% faster graphics than the previous generation while, claims
Qualcomm, continuing to lead the industry in performance per watt. Adreno supports Vulkan 1.1,
HDR, and physically based rendering (PBR)—Qualcomm’s version of ray tracing.
To enable the PBR, Qualcomm added 50% more shader ALUs to the Adreno 640 GPU, which the
company says gives it a 20% performance increase.
Qualcomm introduced the Prime Core concept with the Kyro 485 CPU in the Snapdragon 855.
Basically a big-little core ARM processor, Qualcomm made one of the big cores a super core. It’s
the first to fire up and can run up to 2.84 GHz, while the other three big cores run at 2.42 GHz
when they are activated. The four smaller cores run at 1.8 GHz. Travis Lanier, Qualcomm’s
Senior Director of Product Management, who has responsibility for the CPU, GPU, and DSP, said
the company did a custom design to give the big cores a larger out-of-order execution window,
which has been optimized for data prefetch. There is a private L2 cache per core, and a shared L3
plus system cache.
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Travis Lanier says the Kyro 485 is the biggest generation-to-generation leap in CPU performance to date

AI is the big news: Snapdragon 855 features Qualcomm’s 4th generation multi-core AI engine,
which offers more than 7 trillion operations per second (7 TOPs), and 3× the AI performance
compared to the previous generation mobile platform. The new Hexagon 690 DSP includes a
newly designed Hexagon Tensor Accelerator (HTA) and four Hexagon Vector eXtensions
(HVX)—a doubling of vector processing from the company’s previous generation, plus four scalar
threads, all of which Qualcomm claims will provide a powerful blend of dedicated and
programmable AI acceleration. Combined with Adreno GPU hardware enhancements which
include 50% more ALUs and new instructions have been added to the new Kryo 485 CPU.
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The Hexagon 690 offers 1.2× scaler performance over the previous generation, and is quad
threaded. It has 2× the vector eXtensions performance over the previous generation, and includes
the new tensor accelerator.
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Gary Brotman, Qualcomm’s Senior Director for AI makes the analogy between a Snapdragon 855 and
the human brain

The 4th gen Qualcomm AI Engine software suite brings a number of enhancements to
Qualcomm’s Neural Processing SDK, Google’s Android NN-API, and to both Hexagon NN and
the Qualcomm’s Math Library. A broader range of optimized network precisions and neural
network classes have also been added to support the surge of on-device AI voice, camera, gaming
and XR user experiences, many of which are available from Qualcomm Technologies’ AI
software collaborators.
The expanding roster of AI software collaborators taking advantage of 4th Gen Qualcomm AI
Engine capabilities now includes AI Speech, AnyVision, iFlytek, Elevoc and Nalbi. In addition,
says Qualcomm, Snapdragon 855 brings a more advanced on-device Voice Assistant using
dedicated AI acceleration for echo cancellation and noise suppression, so users can talk to their
Voice Assistant device at any time.
Computer vision and cameras: The Snapdragon 855’s new Spectra 380 ISP integrates several
hardware accelerated computer vision (CV) capabilities enabling computational photography and
video capture features while at the same time offering up to 4x power savings. The CV-ISP
includes hardware-based depth sensing which enables video capture, object classification, and
object segmentation all in realtime in 4K HDR at 60fps. This means a user can capture a video and
accurately replace selected objects or backgrounds in the scene in realtime with 4K HDR
resolution. Also, the Spectra 380 ISP is the first ISP to support video recording using HDR10+.
The Snapdragon 855 includes hardware acceleration for HEIF file format encoding, reducing file
sizes by 50%. And the company points out that HEIF brings more to the party than just improved
compression, it has a robust meta data file structure which offers additional image manipulation
capabilities.
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Gaming: Qualcomm’s 855 is the first platform to offer the company’s new Snapdragon Elite
Gaming Experience. This includes cinematic color grading in true HDR, filmic tone-mapping,
physically based rendering (PBR), and support for Vulkan 1.1. Qualcomm claims their custom
algorithms are designed to reduce dropped frames by >90%. Multiplayer gaming, says the
company, is improved by reducing latencies, which is accomplished through the use of 5G and
11ay-based 60 GHz Wi-Fi.
Audio has been upgraded with the new Qualcomm’s aptX Adaptive audio codec and support for
Qualcomm TrueWireless Stereo Plus. aptX adaptive will provide wireless listening by combining
audio quality with lower latency for gaming and multimedia applications.
Movies: Qualcomm has also incorporated hardware accelerated H.265 and VP9 which enables
HDR10+ playback—a commercial first on mobile. And it offers higher energy efficiency since it
takes less time to do the decompression.
XR: Snapdragon 855 also enables volumetric VR which the company says can provide immersive
video experiences at 8K resolutions. This, in addition to many of the new capabilities already
described, should provide users the ability to watch, play, and share dynamic experiences in
realtime. The hardware is there if an OEM will exploit it.
Fingerprints: Alex Katouzian, senior vice president and general manager, mobile, explained that
the Snapdragon 855 is the first mobile platform to support the Qualcomm’s 3D Sonic Sensor as
the world’s first commercial ultrasonic fingerprint solution, supported under the display.
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Alex Katouzian brags about Qualcomm’s ultrasonic 3D fingerprint sensor

This is the only system that can accurately detect fingerprints through numerous contaminants (oil,
water, dryness, etc.). And, this technology enables slick-edge form factors, and eliminated the
need for a fingerprint pad.
Qualcomm is amazing, delightful, and very frustrating. The company is an extraordinary
technology company that designs and manufactures extraordinary devices. It’s a company run
mostly by engineers, and that is reflected in its product designs. And it listens to its customers—
the companies building its technology into devices, which number in the hundreds.
But it never reveals the really interesting (to other engineers) deep technical details. Neither does
its primary competitor and major nemesis Apple, that’s just the way it is in mobile land.
The company has been financially battered by customers and governments for being monopolistic
and allegedly over-charging for its technology. I have a difficult time understanding that
allegation. If you don’t want to pay for their tech, then don’t buy it. I’d say go somewhere else and
get it, but there aren’t any other choices. And why is that? Because the company has steadfastly
invested billions of dollars over decades to push the limits in heterogeneous SoCs and advanced
mobile communications technologies. What other company has done that? Not Apple, not Intel,
not Ericson, or Nokia. So I may be just a dumbass sitting on a small mountain in northern
California, but I can’t figure out why governments and OEMs are so anxious to punish the one
company that has made their lives better.
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Giant Intel gears up for dGPU battle
Reviewing good and bad with the troops
Former PR manager at AMD and now head of engineering at Intel, the invincible Chris Hook
called together his team of 500 engineers in Folsom, CA, who are building Intel’s dGPU and
asked them what was being done right and what needed improvement. They told him, and he says
(representing management), “we’re listening.” Hook’s real job, however, is Discrete Graphics and
Visual Technologies Marketing at Intel Corporation. In addition to the in-situ group, thousands
more who joined Hook online from Intel graphics engineering centers around the world.
THOUSANDS—are you listening AMD and Nvidia?
Someone took a picture of the event and Hook posted it on Facebook.

Hook reviewing community feedback from the world’s first Ask You Anything on Reddit conducted a
few weeks back. (Source: Chris Hook)

Intel is going to get this GPU iteration right and to ensure that it's called on its employees who
have been through past efforts, as well as the online community to make sure the company is
headed in the direction users want it to go. Make note hear. Users do not mean just gamers, it
mean professional graphics users, power users (think video editing), and GPU-compute users.
Hook organized and took feedback the company solicited from a recent AYA (Ask You Anything)
session on Reddit and shared it with the company's GPU engineers—you know those dweebs aka
as mushrooms. Well those mushrooms are out in the sunlight now.
Intel has a bunch of great graphics engineers, I’ve had the pleasure of meeting and getting to know
a few. Those guys and gals always knew what to do but had their hands tied by marketing and
manufacturing upper management. That upper-level log-jam has been cleared out now and the
company is focused and united on the goal.
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Intel may not get this first issue perfectly right. Syncing up with the market is very tricky as AMD,
Nvidia, and Qualcomm can tell you. But be sure of this, whatever they miss on version 1 will be
more than corrected for in version 2.
This is the most exciting things to happen in PC graphics in 20 years.
To Xe or not Xe, is that the question?
What Intel said, and what people heard
We, along with just about anyone with a keyboard and internet access, reported on Intel’s
comments at its Architecture day about its forthcoming GPU. In the rush to scoop something,
anything, interesting or possibly even meaningful about Intel’s promised GPU, the news and
pundits have decided Intel has branded it as the Xe chip. It hasn’t.
What Intel actually said was that Xe is an architectural transition to scalability in graphics, not
a chip per se.
There will not be an Xe GPU, code named or branded.
There will be a GPU with an architectural foundation that Intel will refer to as Xe, much the same
as AMD used to refer to its Graphics Core Next architecture. And let’s not forget where a sizable
portion of the Intel team came from, so such structural concepts are understandable.
The scalable architectural design was the whole point of the following slide Intel showed.

Intel’s Xe scalable GPU architectural span. (Source: Intel)
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The two significant take-aways from the above chart is not the presumed secret code but the range
Intel plans to support, and that the company intends to still offer an integrated solution, which as
I’ve mentioned before is an expensive GPU for Intel.
Data center to entry-level user. If Intel totally fills out that promise, it will over span both AMD
and Nvidia in product range. And, make no mistake about Intel’s intentions for GPUs in the data
center—they will be AI accelerators as well as basic number-crunching accelerators.
So may the Xe be with you Intel, we await your next data dump.
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AMD launches two Athlon CPUs with Vega graphics
Advanced AMD Processing and Graphics Technologies for Everyday Users.
Claiming to be the most advanced entry-level processor AMD has ever created, for users who
value fast responsiveness and built-in Radeon Vega Graphics, AMD released just in tiem fro the
holidays, the Athlon 220GE and 240GE. Offering 4 processing threads and Radeon Vega Graphics
included for 720p esports gaming out-of-the-box
With the‘Zen’ processor architecture AMD says they have the power one needs to harness the
enable graphics AIBs upgrades for HD+ 1080p Gaming
Specifications AMD Athlon 240GE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of CPU Cores 2
Number of Threads 4
Number of GPU Cores 3
Compute Cores 5 (2 CPU + 3 GPU)
Base Clock 3.5GHz
Total L1 Cache 192KB
Total L2 Cache 1MB
Total L3 Cache 4MB
Unlocked No
CMOS 14nm
Package AM4
Default TDP / TDP 35W
Max Temps 95°C
Graphics Specifications
Graphics Frequency 1000 MHz
Graphics Model Radeon Vega 3 Graphics
Graphics Core Count 3

All of AMD's current generation Athlon processors with Vega graphics are under $100.
AMD re-introduced its Athlon brand in September with the Athlone 200GE, a low-end APU with
an x86 Zen CPU cores with Radeon Vega 3 graphics. Now it has launched two additional models.
The new Athlon 220GE and Athlon 240GE are 2-core/4-thread CPUs, just like the Athlon 200GE.
And like the Athlon 200GE, the two new APUs feature three Radeon compute units based on the
company's Vega architecture for graphics.
AMD’s Athlon APU line now looks like this:
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•
•
•

Athlon 240GE: 2 cores / 4 threads, 3.5GHz, 3 compute units, 35W TDP, $75
Athlon 220GE: 2 cores / 4 threads, 3.4GHz, 3 compute units, 35W TDP, $65
Athlon 200GE: 2 cores / 4 threads, 3.2GHz, 3 compute units, 35W TDP, $55

“The AMD Athlon family of processors provides consumers with significantly better value and
availability than the competition. Athlon 200GE processors offer up to 67 percent more graphics
performance and up to two times greater power efficiency, delivering up to 84 percent faster highdefinition PC gaming than the competition,” AMD said.
AMD says the increased clock speeds of the Athlon 220GE and 240GE enable them to provide
“reliable computing for everything from everyday needs to more advanced workloads like highdefinition, out-of-the-box 720p gaming.”
With 192 streaming cores performance should be slightly under a Radeon HD 4890 because the
APU won’t have any GDDR. AMD offered its own Athlon 200GE benchmark figures at 720P:
•
•
•
•
•
•

DOTA 2 @ 720p (low): 65 fps
CS:Go @ 720p (ultra): 71 fps
Fortnite @ 720p (low): 49 fps
League of Legends @ 720p (ultra): 111 fps
Rocket League @ 720p (medium): 67 fps
Overwatch @ 720p (low): 59 fps

With slightly higher clock speeds in the Athlon 220GE and 240GE scores will probably be a bit
higher, but not much.

Adjacent developments
In this section are non-specific GPU references that have an impact on GPUs and/or the suppliers
of GPUs.
Benchmarking ray tracing
Ray tracing, as everyone knows, is a simple algorithm that can totally consume a processor. But
how much a given processor is consumed is an unanswerable question because it depends upon
the scene and of course the processor itself. So, approximations have to be made, and parameters
fixed to get a consistent comparison. Then it's left to the buyer to extrapolate the results to his or
her situation.
Ray tracing is done on three platforms and soon four. Ray tracing is run on servers, workstations,
and PCs, and has been demonstrated on tablets. Non-geometric-based ray tracing is also run on
supercomputers in field simulations ranging from optical analysis to nuclear explosions and fusion
reactions.
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At the workstation, server and supercomputing levels, the Standard Performance Evaluation
Corporation — SPEC -- has offered benchmarks based on professional applications since 1988. 1
SPEC is a non-profit corporation whose membership is open to any company or organization that
is willing to support the group’s goals (and pay dues). Originally a bunch of people from hardware
vendors devising CPU metrics, SPEC has evolved into an umbrella organization encompassing
four diverse groups.
SPEC does not have a benchmark that focuses solely on ray tracing. That's because all SPEC
benchmarks are based on applications, not specific functionality within applications. There are
many tests within those application-based benchmarks (especially those from the SPEC Graphics
and Workstation Performance Group—SPEC/GWPG) that test ray tracing functionality, but the
performance measurement is related to how an application performs as a whole on the system
being tested. These types of tests more accurately reflect what a user would experience in the real
world when running a professional application.
SPEC/GWPG produces benchmarks that work on top of actual applications (SPECapc) and ones
that are based primarily on traces of applications (SPECviewperf for graphics performance, and
SPECworkstation for comprehensive workstation performance). Members contributing to
benchmark development include AMD, Dell, Fujitsu, HP, Intel, Lenovo and Nvidia.

1

https://www.spec.org/spec/
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"Tribute to Myrna Loy" by Ive (2008). Based on a Daz model, Vicky 4, the author, Ive, used Blender
and images of Myrna Loy as a reference. Rendered with POV-Ray beta 25 using 7 light sources (and the
area illumination" feature).

In 2018 SPEC released SPECworkstation 3, comprising more than 30 workloads containing nearly
140 tests to exercise CPU, graphics, I/O and memory bandwidth. The workloads are divided by
application categories that include media and entertainment (3D animation, rendering), product
development (CAD/CAM/CAE), life sciences (medical, molecular), financial services, energy (oil
and gas), general operations, and GPU compute.
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: A scene from the updated LuxRender workload

Accurately representing GPU performance for a wide range of professional applications poses a
unique set of challenges for benchmark developers such as SPEC/GWPG. Applications behave
very differently, so producing a benchmark that measures a variety of application behaviors and
runs in a reasonable amount of time presents difficulties.
Even within a given application, different models and modes can produce very different GPU
behavior, so ensuring sufficient test coverage is a key to producing a comprehensive performance
picture.
Another major consideration is recognizing the differences between CPU and GPU performance
measurement. Generally speaking, the CPU has an architecture with many complexities that allow
it to execute a wide variety of codes quickly. The GPU, on the other hand, is purpose-built to
execute pretty much the same set of operations on many pieces of data, such as shading every
pixel on the screen with the same set of operations.
The SPECworkstation 3 suite for measuring GPU compute performance includes three workloads.
The ray-tracing test uses LuxMark, a benchmark based on the new LuxCore physically based
renderer, to render a chrome sphere resting on a grid of numbers in a beach scene
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SPEC also offers viewsets within its SPECviewperf 13 and SPECworkstation 3 benchmarks that
include ray-tracing functionality based on real-world application traces. For example, the maya-05
viewset was created from traces of the graphics workload generated by the Maya 2017 application
from Autodesk.
The viewset includes numerous rendering modes supported by the application, including shaded
mode, ambient occlusion, multi-sample antialiasing, and transparency. All tests are rendered using
Viewport 2.0.
One thing to consider in benchmarking ray tracing performance is that it doesn't happen in a void.
Even in a SPEC test that is predominantly centered on ray tracing, there is a lot of other stuff
happening that impacts performance, including application overhead, housekeeping and
implementation peculiarities. These need to be considered for any performance measurement to be
representative of what happens in the real world.
In addition to benchmarks from consortiums such as SPEC, some ray tracing software suppliers
offer their own benchmark programs. For example, Chaos Group has a V-Ray benchmark. The VRay Benchmark is a free stand-alone application to help users test how fast their hardware renders.
The benchmark includes two test scenes, one for GPUs and another for CPUs, depending on the
processor type you’d like to measure. V-Ray Benchmark does not require a V-Ray license to run.
Users can share results online at benchmark.chaosgroup.com to see how their hardware compares.

V-Ray benchmark tests (Source Chaos Grpup)
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Chaos Group says if one is looking to benchmark their render farm or cloud, they can try the
command-line interface to test without a GUI. V-Ray Benchmark runs on Windows, Mac OS and
Linux.
For PCs the leading benchmark supplier is Underwriter Labs Futuremark team. Finland-based
Futuremark has been making PC graphics benchmarks since 1997 2 and in 2018 announced their
ray-tracing benchmark 3DMark Port Royal, the first dedicated real-time ray tracing benchmark for
gamers. One can use Port Royal to test and compare the real-time ray tracing performance of any
graphics AIB that supports Microsoft DirectX Raytracing.

Real-time ray tracing promises to bring new levels of realism to in-game graphics (Source Underwriter
Labs)

Port Royal uses DirectX Raytracing to enhance reflections, shadows, and other effects that are
difficult to achieve with traditional rendering techniques.
As well as benchmarking performance, 3DMark Port Royal is a realistic and practical example of
what to expect from ray tracing in upcoming games— ray tracing effects running in real-time at
reasonable frame rates at 2560 × 1440 resolution.
3DMark Port Royal was developed with input from AMD, Intel, Nvidia, and other leading
technology companies. UL worked especially closely with Microsoft to create an implementation
of the DirectX Raytracing API.

2

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Futuremark
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Port Royal will run on any graphics AIB with drivers that support DirectX Raytracing. As with
any new technology, there are limited options for early adopters, but more AIBs are expected to
get DirectX Raytracing support.
Benchmarking will always be a challenge. There are two classes of benchmarking, synthetic or
simulated, and application-based. SPEC uses application based and UL uses synthetic. The
workload or script of a benchmark is always subject for criticism, especially by suppliers whose
products don’t do well in the tests. The complaint is that the script (of actions in the applicationbased test) or the simulation (in the synthetic tests) don’t reflect real-world workloads or usage.
That is statistically correct to a degree. However, SPEC benchmarks either run on top of actual
applications or are developed based on traces of applications performing the same work as in the
real world. Also, the organizations developing these benchmarks have been doing this work, and
only this work, for over two decades, longer than the life of some of their critics, and over that
period of time and with that much accumulated experience they can be considered experts.
AMD delivers a software holiday gift—a boatload of software
The Adrenalin 2019 package is full of fascinating features
AMD’s Adrenalin 2019 Edition has delivered some of the biggest and most unique features we’ve
seen so far from the company. The heart of the new software package is a tuned driver that the
company claims gives up to a 15% average performance gain since the launch of Adrenalin
Edition software in November 2018.
The Game Advisor, AMD’s game tuning feature, has been expanded in the number of games it
offers tuned profiles for, and that has added game performance measurement, and suggestions on
how one might improve performance, or increase image quality. And for newbees to gaming on
AMD, Adrenalin offers a Settings Advisor that scans one’s system and make suggestions on how
to optimize—that’s probably something most of us could use. And, as you might expect, there’s
also a friendly Upgrade Advisor. That’s actually a good idea. AIBs have become so complex, it’s
never obvious which one would be best for your favorite games.
For the serious gamers with some experience in tuning and gaming, AMD has expanded the
capabilities of its WattMan, a power management feature the company introduced. It offers oneclick tuning to improve performance with auto-GPU and memory overclocking, and improved
efficiency with auto-GPU undervolting—turning down the voltage to the GPU to save power. It
also changes fan speed quickly with temperature changes in the GPU, and there are more dynamic
power management (DMP) states that can be controlled. Included with the power management
controls is AMD’s Radeon Chill, which the company says can provide up to 20% more power
savings in select titles.
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Radeon Chill effects. (Source: AMD)

WattMan allows control of GPU frequency, voltage, and temperature, as well as memory timing,
and frequency, and the profile set can be saved.
One of AMD’s marque features is FreeSysnc (which VESA calls Adaptive Sync and Intel will
offer with its new dGPU). The latest version, FreerSync 2 adds HDR with what AMD is calling
“auto-tone,” for their implementation of tone-mapping. Tone-mapping you will recall is the
GPU’s attempt to intelligently squeeze 10- to 12-bit HDR color information into 8-bits for those
poor souls who still have old-fashioned non-HDR monitors.
A new feature in Adrenalin 2019 is Virtual Super resolution (can you hear the trumpets?). It’s
actually a pretty cool feature that in addition to providing support for 21:9 displays (my personal
favorites) lets you also have a second monitor at a different size and resolution.
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AMD’s Virtual Super Resolution supports the new curved 21:9 displays. (Source: AMD)

GIF it to me. You can share content with expanded GIF image support. One can capture the most
recent game play with instant GIFs, from 5 to 30 seconds in length. Then you can play them
through the gallery or upload them. AMD has expanded the number of platforms from the usual
suspects (Facebook, YouTube, Twitch, Mixer, Twiter, and Youku) to now include Rstream.io,
Streamable, Gfycot, and Chinese Live. There’s no one who can escape your narcissistic bragging
and boring blathering on and trashtalk—thanks AMD.
Rely on ReLive. AMD has expanded the Radeon ReLive feature to now include view, edit, and
stream, and view your comments while streaming. You can also save videos of your game play to
your mobile phone to bore to death your friends and family. The in-Game reply includes an
adjustable 5 to 30 second reply length, and configuration of hotkey, playback size and position.
Editing has been enhanced with the Scene Editor that provides transition between scenes with
hotkeys or through the Radeon Overlay menu.
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VR from your PC to your mobile headset. (Source: AMD)

For the VR inclined you can also stream VR games to your phone. ReLive for VR allows players
stream VR games running on their PC to a phone-powered VR headset (i.e., Google Daydream
View and Samsung Gear VR) and standalone VR headsets (i.e., the Oculus Quest and HTC Vive
Focus).
Stream me up Scotty. One of the newest cool features is the ability to remotely play games using
your home PC as the streaming server to your mobile devices.
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Remote gaming with AMD’s AMD Link. (Source: AMD)

This is similar to Nvidia’s Now system, but instead of requiring you to go to AMD’s server, you
can use your own PC, which means no streaming tax like Nvidia will charge. AMD claims (we
haven’t tested it yet) that you can play 4k up to 60 fps on your mobile with seamless transitions
from your PC. And, it’s free on Android and iOS devices. AMD is calling this nifty little game
expansion capability, AMD Link. It’s supposed to be easy to set up. You can use on-screen
controls or Bluetooth controllers, measure network quality and optimize your stream, and turn off
your PC display while streaming.
But wait! There’s more. Now you can upgrade your software from your phone using AMD Link.
Don’t know why I’d want to do that, but it’s there as a side benefit of streaming.
Talk to me. But the coolest thing yet is voice control. Just like Amazon’s Echo and Google you
can say, “Hey Radeon. Take a screen shot.” You can start–stop a video recording of your game
play. You can tell Radeon to start or stop streaming, save an instant replay, tell you your average,
minimum, and maximum frame rate, the current GPU temperature, what the clock speeds of the
GPU and memory are, and what is the fan speed. I haven’t tested this yet so I don’t know if it’s a
man or a woman who tells us this, and if they have an English accent, or maybe a Canadian
accent, aye?
AMD has jammed so many cool new features into Adrenalin 2019, it truly is a holiday gift to its
customers and fans. The company could have easily broken it up and sold the apps separately. But
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that’s not been AMD’s style, and with this new version, you’re going to be grateful, that’s the
case.
We have some serious testing to do, which probably won’t get done till the holiday break, so look
for our reviews next year. But, it’s called 2019 so why not.
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Summary and Conclusion
2018 was an amazing year for GPU development driven by games, eSports, AI, crypto currency
mining, and simulations. Autonomous vehicles started to become a reality, as did augmented
reality. The over hyped consumer-based PC VR market explosion didn’t happen, and had little to
no impact on GPU developments or sales. Most of the participants in VR already had a high-end
system and the HMD was just another display to them.
Mobile GPUs, exemplified by Qualcomm, ARM, and Imagination Technologies’ customers
introduced some amazing devices with long batter life, screens at or approaching 4K, and in 2018
we started talking about and showing HDR.
The calendar is an artificial event marker and the developments in GPUs doesn’t pause for
holidays, or annual clock ticks. Many is not all the developments we will see in 2018 were started
as early as 2015, and that three to four-year lead time will continue, if not get longer as we learn
how to deal with chips constructed with billions of transistor manufactured at feature sizes smaller
than X-rays.
2019 is going to be an even more amazing year, with AI being the leading applications that will
permeate every sector of our lives.
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Appendix
No catching up
GPUs have been improving in performance, programmability, size, power consumption, and price
since the term was first adopted in the late 1990s. Because mobile devices have gotten so
powerful, people have postulated that they will catch up to the ultra-powerful discrete GPUs found
in PCs—they won’t, they can’t, ever. Moore’s law works for all platforms, and given the less
limited power envelope of a PC, mobile devices may even fall behind in terms of pure
computational performance.
The advancement of performance, largely due to Moore’s law, has been on all platforms, as

illustrated in the following chart.
Improvement in GFLOPS of GPUs over time.

The notion of smaller platforms (e.g., mobile devices), or integrated graphics (e.g., CPU with
GPU) “catching up” to desktop PC GPUs is absurd—Moore’s law works for all silicon devices.
Intel’s best integrated GPU today is capable of producing 1152 GFLOPS, which is almost
equivalent to a 2010 desktop PC discrete GPU (i.e., 1300 GFLOPS).
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Shaders are the other measure of a GPU’s power, with mobile devices having 16 to 64, consoles
512 to 384, and desktop PCs up to 3800—more is better.
Clever techniques such as tessellation, deferred rendering, and texture compression have added to
performance of GPUs by allowing them to deliver more frames per second while using less power.
The quest for higher performance, while staying within power budgets continues and even if
Moore’s law does slow down, the improvement of GPUs will not.
No single device is good at everything, and specialized, dedicated processors such as a FPGA, can
always outperform general purpose processors. The issue of when to use which is a function of
economics, and life expectancy of the product or device. If a device is going to be made to monitor
one or two, or even ten sensors, and never be changed in that activity, a dedicated device
(assuming manufacturing costs and power consumption is in its favor) will be the better choice.
But if that device is ever going to have to be expanded in its role, and/or if there is a probability
that not all conditions could be thoroughly tested or simulated, it will likely become necessary to
reprogram it, even if ever so slightly. And then the fixed function device loses its advantage. It’s a
trade-off and ROI analysis engineers and managers make every day.
The other big advantage the GPU has over most of its brethren processors is scalability. To date
there doesn’t seem to be an upper limit on how far a GPU can scale. The current crop of high-end
GPUs has in excess of 3,000 32-bit floating-point processors, and the next generation will likely
cross 5,000. That same design, if done properly, can be made with as few as two, or even one
SIMD processor. The scalability of the GPU underscores the notion that one size does not fit all,
nor does it have to. For example, Nvidia adopted a single GPU architecture with the Logan design
in and used it in the Tegra 1. AMD used their Radeon GPUs in their APUs.
It’s probably safe to say the GPU is the most versatile, scalable, manufacturable, and powerful
processor ever built. Nvidia, which claims to have invented the term GPU (they didn’t, 3Dlabs did
in 1993), built their first device with programmable transform and lighting capability in 1999, at
220 nm. Since then the GPU, from all suppliers, has ridden the Moore’s law curve into ever
smaller feature sizes, and in the process, delivering exponentially greater performance, prompting
some observers to say GPUs have outpaced Moore’s law. Today’s high-end GPUs have over 15
billion transistors. The next generation is expected to feature as much as 32 GB with 2nd gen
high-bandwidth memory (HBM2) VRAM and that will exceed 18 billion transistors.
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Relative die size of GPUs as the feature set gets smaller. Smaller die with more transistors.

Today GPUs are being produced in mass production at 14 nm and 16 nm using 3D FinFET
transistors. The next node is 10 nm, and Intel is already producing test chips at that level, Samsung
is said to be doing the same, while TSMC offered 10 nm in late 2018. Global Foundries will jump
from its current production at 14 nm to 7 nm and not develop a 10 nm line. And then the future
has been questioned, is 7 nm the end of Moore’s law. The short answer is no. At IMEC in
Belgium, they are doing statistical modeling of transistors at 5 nm, and even 3 nm. However, the
chip industry has acknowledged that it’s prepared for transistors to stop shrinking. Earlier this
year, the Semiconductor Industry Association published a report announcing that by 2021 it will
not be economically efficient to reduce the size of silicon transistors any further. Instead, chips
look set to change in different ways. Different ways can mean new materials.
One such example is the announcement from Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley
Lab) of the first transistor with a working 1 nm gate. That breaks through the 5, to 3 nm quantum
tunneling threshold; and may allow for Moore's law to continue. Until now, a transistor gate size
less than 5 nm has been considered impossible because of quantum tunneling effects. (One
nanometer is the diameter of a glucose molecule.)
Berkeley lab created a 2D (flat) semiconductor field-effect transistor using molybdenum disulfide
(MoS2) instead of silicon and a 1D single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) as a gate electrode,
instead of various metals. (SWCNTs are hollow cylindrical tubes with diameters as small as 1
nm.)
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AMD and Acer demonstrated the first external graphics box in late 2007 but the connector and associated driver
circuitry proved to be uneconomical to manufacture.

i
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